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INTRODUCTION. 

THE \Var Cabinet Committee on Women in Industry arose 
out of an Award by the Committee on Production, in 
Aug:ust, 1918, of an advance of wages to the women en

gaged in the Tramway and Omnibus undertakings equivalent to 
the advance that they had previously given to men. In forward
ing this Award to the Ministry of Labour the Committee reported 
tlpt the claim of women to equal remuneration with men, if 
adopted and established, must apply not only to women employed 
on tramways <•-< motor omnibuses, but to women employed in 
many other industries. "Such a principle," the Committee 
stated, "can only be decided on a national basis, after full, com
prehensi,·e and detailed investigation, with due regard to the far
reaching linancial and economic considerations involved and after 
!waring all interests that would be affected, including those women 
(if any) engaged in other industries whose interests might be con
sidered by them to be affected. The Committee therefore recom
mend that the whole question of women's wages and advances 
should be made the subject of a special inquiry, in which women 
can take part, and at which all the facts and circumstances which 
must be taken into account before any general guiding principle 
can be safely or properly formulated may be fully investigated and 
considered." 

The \Var Cabinet, after considering the representation of the 
!\linistry of ~lunitions that any such policy of equality between 
men and women would lead to an unwarranted increase in national 
expenditure, appointed a .Committee " to investigate and report 
on the r<'iation which should be maintained between the wages 
of women and men ha,·ing regard to the interests of both as well 
as to the value of their work. The recommendations should have 
in view the necessity of output during the war, and the progress 
and well-being of industry in the future." 

Meanwhile, a more concrete issue had been raised by the repre
sentativPS of Labour. Throughout the Trade Union world it 
was being asserted that effect had not been given to the Govern
ment pledge (contained in a memorandum on Acceleration of 
Output on Government \Vork, dated the 19th lllarch, 1915, known 
as the Treasury Agreement) that all women who should be put 
to do the work hitherto done by men should receive the same pay 
as the men whose work they undertook. 
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!\fter much aCTitation in the country, and some questions in 
the. House of Cot~ mons, the reference to the War Cabinet Com
mittee on \Vomen in Industry was extended, and it was directed 
to report whether or not the pledge in respect o~ women's wages, 
alleged to have been given by the Government tn 1915, had been 
carried out by the Public Departments concerned. 

The Committee appointed by the Prime Minister on the 1st 
!::>tptember, 1918, consisted of:-

Sir James Richard Atkin, Kt. (Chairman), 
Miss J. l\L Campbell, M.D., 
Sir Lynden Livingstone Macassey, ICC., K.B.E., 
Sir William W. Mackenzie, K.C., K.B.E., 
Lt.-Col. The Rt. Hon, Sir Matthew Nathan, G.C.M.G., 

and 
Mrs. Sidney Webb. 

Sir Matthew Nathan acted as Secretary, and l\'1 r. J. C. Stobart 
as Assistant Secretary.* 

The Committee took evidence not only from the representa
tives of Government Departments, Employers' As,ociations, and 
Trade Unions, but also from Professional Economists and Philan
thropists. The recommendations of the Majority of the Commit
lee on the main issue-the relation that should prevail in future 
between men's and women's wagtes-are giYen in Appendix I. 
These detailed recommendations are, in my opinion, based on 
wrong principles, but in some respects they show a distinct ad
vance on any conclusions arrived at by former Government Com
missions or Committees of Enquiry. \Vith regard to the Govern
ment Pledge, the five members decided, in effect, that the Treasury 
Agreement of March, 1915, contained no pledge witl1 regard to 
the wages of women employed on work previously done by men. 
I came to the contrary conclusion, namely that the Government 
had given a specific pledge, and that the Departments had sub
sequently broken it. As this question is now a past issue (the 
pledge relating only to work done during the war), I have not 
reproduced from the Report the elaborate argument which led up 
to my conclusions, but the conclusions themselves will be found. 
in Appendix II.t 

* ~r. J. L. Hammond, of the Ministry of Reconstruction, wns added to the 
Commtttee on ~he 15th of October, but resigned from the Committee on the 19th 
of November, m order to become the correspondent of the !ltan,hester Guardian 
during the Peace Confel'ence. 

t The Report forms ,~ volum~ of 341 pages., and is published by the Stationery 
Office as (Cmd. 135) Report of the War Cabinet Committee on Women in 
Industry." 
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The reader of the following pages should bear in mind that 
the character of the reference precluded any discussion of a new 
system of industrial organisation. \Vhat had to be determined 
by the Committee were the principles which should govern the 

,relation between men's and women's wages under the exist
ing wage-system, whether carried on by private firms, public com
panies, or Government and l\Iunicipal Departments. But, in 
spite of this limitation, I found it impracticable to omit certain 
considerations arising out of the present transitional stage between 
capitalist profit-making and public ownership and management. 
The present inequality between men's and women's earnings-
an inequality without any relation to their respective efforts and 
sacrifices--is only part of a larger question, the inequality between 
the incomes of those who live by owning and organising the in
struments of production, and the incomes of those who live by 
using these instruments. Hence, in the last of my recommenda
tions, I ask for an enquiry not only into the inequa,lities between 
occupational rates \\1hether for manual workers or brain workers, 
as compared with the relative efforts and needs of the persons con
cerned, but also into all personal incomes, including those which 
the Commissioners of Inland Revenue class as" unearned." And 
I make the suggestion that the nation's maximum productivity 
will not be secured until it is demonstrated that the entire net pro
duct is being distributed, with due regard to relative efforts and 
needs, in such a way as to confer the utmost benefit upon the 
community as a \\'hole, and therefore upon each class within it. 

The other problem touched on in the Minority Report is the 
diflicul'ty, under a system bf Standard Occupational Rates, of 
dealing with persons who are habitually regarded as "workshy," 
and are habitually outside steady employment. This accusaiion 
cf being wilful malingerers, so lightly levelled against large bodies 
of manual workers, has been largely refuted by the experience of 
the war, the vast majority of the pre-war " vagrants" haYing 
promptly disappeared from "the road "-presumably finding ser
vice either in the army or in the war industries. But we must 
admit that there may always be some persons who are eager to 
live without working at the expense of other people. I fear, in
deed, that the dislocation of industry brought about by the war, 
and the weakening~ of "the will to work" by the hardship and 
terrors of the trenohes, will presently cause the re-appearance of 
the habitual vagrant. I was precluded by the reference to the 
Committee from dealing at any length with the question of the 
presumed "unemployable." But I have poin'ted out that the 
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difficulty of adopting any statesmanlike method of treatment 
for those who sponge unfairly on public relief lies in the fact 
that we do not, as yet, make it incumfient upon every person 
to engage in a productive occupation. To quote the words 
of my Report: " I draw attention to this point, because I 
feel that it will be impossible to adopt proper measures of treat
ment of 'the workshy' until the community makes it a matter of 
legal obligption that every adult not mentally or physically dis
qualified should, im·spective of means, be engaged in 'work of 
national importance '-the sanction being the obvious one of with
drawing, after due warning, the income which makes it possible 
for such persons to live on the labour of others." 

BEATRICE \VEBB. 
41, Grosvenor Road, 

\Vestminster Embankment. 
June, 1919. 



THE WAGES OF MEN AND. WOMEN: 
SHOULD THEY BE EQUAL? 

I rP.gret that I am unable to agree with the Majority Report, 
either in its scope and substance, or in its conclusions and recom
mendations. It takes the form of a survey of the conditions upon 
which women have come into the modern industrial system, lead· 
ing up to an elaborate statement of the terms on which women, 
as a class, should be allowed to remain there~ I appreciate the 
value of the lucid summary of the evidence given before the Com
mittee, although I do not always agree with the resulting state
ments as to what are the facts about women in• industry, or with 
some of the conclusions drawn from these facts. But I take 
another view of the reference to the Committee. What the Com
mittee was charged to investigate and to report upon was not the 
wages and other conditions of employment of women, any more 
than the wages and other conditions of employment of men-still 
kss the terms upon whioh either men or women should be per
mitted to remain in industry, but "the relation which should be 
maintained " between them, "having regara to the interests of 
both, as well as to the value of their work\ .•.• and the progress 
and well-being of industry in the future." The reference carefully 
m·oids, in its terms, any implication of inequality. To concentrate 
the whole attention of the readers of the Report upon the employ
ment of women, past, present and future, and upon their physio
logical and social needs, without any corresponding survey of the 
employment of men, and of their physiological and social needs, is 
to assume, perhaps inadvertently, that industry is normally a func
tion of the male, and that women, like non-adults, are only to be 
perri1itted to work for wages at special hours, for special rates of 
wages, under special supervision and subject to special restrictions 
by the Legislature. I cannot accept this assumption. It seems 
to me that the Committee is called upon, in its consideration of the 
relation which should be maintained between the wages of women 
and those of men, to deal equally with both sexes. Hence, in the 
following report I have assumed that our task is to examine the 
principles upon which wages and other conditions of employment 
have hitherto been determined, with a view to deciding whether 
these principles affect differently men and women; whether such 
difference is justifiable in the interests of both of them, and of the 
progress and well-being of industry; and whether any new prin
ciple is called for on which the relation between them can be based. 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE PRINCIPLES ON WHICH WAGES HAVE 
HITHERTO BEEN DETER~II':\!ED. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF INDIVIDl"AL BARG,\INIKG. 

The dominant method of determining wages during the fi!st 
half of the nineteenth century can only be described as the pnn
ciple of having no principle at all with regard to wages, either for 
men or for women, but leaving the whole thing to the " higgling 
of the market," to be settled, case by case, bv individual bargain
ing according to " supply and demand." Labour was, in fact, a 
commodity, to be bought and sold in a free market, like any other 
commodity. It is a mistake to imagine this" principle of no prin
ciple" ·has been completely given up, or that, in the world of in
dustry, it has ceased to prevail.• In spite of the spread of economic 

*Buying in the cheapest market is even to-day the principle with many employers. 
"All he [the manufacturer] troubles about,'' we are told by the Managing- Director of 
the Dudley Nn.tional Projectile Factory," is bow much he can get out of that person; 
he does not trouble whether it is a man or a. woman. The setond consideration is the 
question of cost; how cheap can I get it done for? And probably the last thing is 
the question of either the male or the female operatives health. "-(The Shorthand 
Notes of Evidence before the War Cabinet Committee, 28.10.18, p. 41.} "There was 
no pre~war standard of women's wages," states a light leather manufacturer; "each 
employer paid pretty much as he chose, or as the women dcmanrled."-(/bid .• 
2.12.18.} The National Laundry Worlters' Union of Edinburgh state that in their 
industry, in which 93 per cent. of the workers are women, pre-war wages werc from 
"4s. to 14s. per week of 60 hours ....• There was no recognised scale of wage 
before the war. As there was always a surplus of that kind of labour, tho employer 
reaped a great advantage, and the wages were regulated acoording to the cmployers1 

opinions."-(Memorandum by the National Laundry \Vorkers' Union, Edinburgh, 
1918, \V:lf Cabinet Committee, Memo. 118, p. t.) The following cro'i~-examination 
of the Managing Director of the Dudle1 National Projectile Factory describes the 
conditions prevalent in the Micllands :·-' Q. Before the war I think you said at any 
moment you would get 10,000 women in Birmingham to work at 8s. a week ?-A. 
Yes; the rate prior to what was known a~ the t";reat Black Country Strike in the end 
of 1913 was 12s. a week for a female of 21 years of age, nod it worked down as low 
as pretty well 2s. 6d. in some of the cheaper industries, a week, to girls from 14, 15 
:tnd upwards."-Shorthand Notes of the Evidence before the \V:lr Cabinet Com· 
mittee, 28.10.18, r· 43.) Similar evidence is given by the repesentntive of the 
National Union o Millers, who states that in 1913: "Each employer was almost a 
law unto himself. But I ca~ s~y th~y were very .poorly ~ai~. I had n case somo 
time back of a woman workmg m one of the M1dlancl d1stncts. She told me she 
had been working there some years. I asked her what wages sho got, and she told 
me she averaged for somethinf,! like 10 hOli{S n day lOs. 6d, n week." The men'~ 
wages wero on 1' a very low scale. J think that everyone recognises where nny par~ 
ticular industry is not organised the conditions are awfully shocking."-(/bid., 
3.12.18, pp. 47-8.) 
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knowledge, during the last half century the principle of having no 
principle still lies in the background in the minds of many people 
thinking themselves educated; and right down to the outbreak of 
war it may be said to have governed the wages, not only of a 
majority of the women employed in British industry, but also of 
millions of the men. But experience has demonstrated, to the 
satisfaction of public opinion, as well as of the economists, that to 
leave the determination of wages, in a capitalist organisation of in
dustry, to the unfettered operation of "Individual bargaining" 
and the " higgling of the market" between individual employers 
and individual wage-earners, is fo produce, in the community, a 
large area of "sweating"-defined by the House of Lords Commit
tee of 1890 as "earnings barely sufficient to sustain existence; 
hours of labour such as to make the lives of the workers periods 
of almost ceaseless toil, hard and unlovely to the last degree; sani
tary conditions injurious to the health of the persons employed and 
dangerous to the public." For reasons into which it is unneces
sary here to enter, the " higgling of the market," operating 
through individual bargaining, dominated down to the war the 
wages of women to a much greater extent than it did the wages of 
men. It must, in fact, be counted as the most potent factor prior 
to the war in making the statistical average of t.he net earnings of 
adult \\"Omen in British industry (after deductions for lost time, 
etc.) probably less than £30 per annum, descending often as low, 
for an adult woman, as " a shilling a day," a sum manifestly in
sufficient for continuous full maintenance in health and efficiency. 
But it dominated also the wages of large numbers of men among 
the three-fifths of the adult male workers who were not organised, 
with the result that probably some millions of them engaged in 
many parts of the kingdom in agriculture, in dock and warehouse 
work, and in many nondescript occupations classed as unskilled 
labour did not receive (after deductions for lost time, etc.) as much 
as £55 a year, whilst many descended considerably below the 
"pound a week," which was not, at pre-war prices, enough to keep 
even a childless man continuously in industrial efficiency or healthy 
citizenship. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE NATIONAL MINIMUM. 

Such a condition of things could not be permanently tolerated; 
anu the community came gradually, though very tardily, to realise 
that the existence of large numbers of persons on "earnings barely 
sufiicient to maintain existence; hours of labour such as to make 
the lives of the workers' periods of almost ceaseless toil, hard and 
unlovely to the last degree; sanitary conditions injurious to the 
health of the persons employed and dangerous to the public," 
amounted to a serious deduction alike from the productiYe efficiency, 
the material prosperity, the physical health nnd the social well
being, not merely of the individuals concerned but also of the 
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nation as a '"hole. The outcome was the conception of prescrib
in ., and enforcing a national minimum in the conditions of the 
w:ge c.:ontract, below which, in tl~e pu~Iic _interest, no p~rson co~ I~ 
be permitted to be employed. l he pnnc1ple of the na_uonal m1~1· 
mum has so far been only empirically and very part1ally put m 
operation; first, in regard t~ the portion of ea~h twenty-!our h,?urs 
required for rest and recreatl~)ll, by the su~cess1ve Facton:s, \\· ork
shops, Shop Hours and Mn~es and Ra1lways R~gulat10n Acts; 
t!len, in respect of the sanitatiOn, safety and amemty of work, by 
thPse statutes and In· the Public Health Acts; then, with regard 
to education and tl1e conditions under which employers can be 
permitted to use children and young persons in industrial opera
tions, by the Education Acts; and latterly, in the matter of sub
sistence or wages, by the Trade Boards Acts, the Coal !\lines 
(:\Iinimum Wage) Act and the Corn Production Act. 

We have to note, in the popular conception of the principle of 
the national minimum, and in its application in particular cases, a 
differentiation between men and women. 1The empirical applica
tion of the principle in the Factory Acts, at first confined to chil
dren, was extended to women much earlier and more completely 
than it was to men, and the prescriptions often remain, to this day, 
different in their details for men and women respectively. The 
legal limitation of the hours of labour was long supposed not to be 
applicable to adult men; though its enactment did, in fact, fre
quently limit their working hours. But in certain great industries 
(notably coal-mining and the railway service) the hours of work of 
men have now been compulsorily brought down far below those 
still legally prescribed for factory women. With regard to wages, 
the " particulars clause " and the provision for accidents appl v 
equally to men and women; but in the amount of the Iegaili· 
secured wage there is still a marked difference between the mini
mum rates for men and women as such, whether in the determina
tions of the Trade Boards or in those of the Agricultural Wages 
Board, the sums secured to women being usually from five-eighths 
to three-fourths of those secured to men. In fact, although legal 
enactment has been extended to the hours and wages of men as 
well as to those of women, there is still maintained a tradition that 
factory legislation should be more elaborate and more restrictive in 
the case of women and young persons than in the case of adult 
men. Thus, the limitations on the length of the normal day and 
on overtime, the prohib;tion to work at night and on Sundays 
apply to women and girls only; whilst females are not allowed to 
work underground in mines and in certain processes involving the 
use of lead and other poi.so~ous materials. Women are not per
mitted to be employed w1thm four weeks after ,giving birth to a 
child. Moreove_r,, the extensiv.e _movem~nt ina-ugurated by the 
l\1 inistry of Mumt10ns for pr?v1dmg socm.J welfare workers and 
insisting on extra accommodation and provision for sanitation, rest 
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and medical treatment, have been so far applied almost exclusively 
to women and young persons. This movement has undoubtedly 
increased the cost of women's labour to the employer and, in some 
cases, to the tax-payer. It has introduced a new tone into the 
factories and a new type of authority, which have, as yet, not been 
extended to factories and workshops employing only adult men. 

THE PRINCIPLE oF CoLLECTI\'lo: BARGAINING AND oF THE OccUPA

TIONAL RATE LEADING, t;NDER ExiSTING CIRCUMSTANCES, 

TO A i\IALE RATE AND A FEMALE RATE. 

The application of the Policy of the National :1\Iinimum to 
\Vages came very late. The spontaneous reaction against the 
results of the unfettered operation of" Individual Bargaining" in 
the " higgling of the market " has been association among the 
wage-earners with a view to the substitution of collective bargain
ing., and the determination of common minimum conditions of em
ployment appNcabJe to all the pen-sons employed in particular 
grades or at particular tasks. The object always is to exclude, 
from influence on the terms of the wage contract of the other opera
tives, the exceptional characteristics of individuals among them
whether in the nature of superiority or inferiority, as measured by 
needs, by capacity for bargaining or by industrial efficiency. In 
this way is evolved the idea of the standard rate, the nocmal day 
and prescribed conditions of sanitation, safety and amenity of 
work, below which no individual employer and no individual wage
earner may descend. The influence of competition, and tthat of 
"supply and demand," are not eliminated, but instead of operating 
directly on the terms of service of the individua'l, they operate only 
on the common minimum conditions of the task, grade or craft as 
a whole. This gives, for each of these, what may be called the 
occupational or standard rate.• 

\ Ve find in existence over the greater part of the world of pro
duction, including many kinds and grades of brain-workers, a series 
of ocoupational rates, recognised as the minima to be paid to any 
persons undertaking the several kinds of work. These occupa
tional or standard rates are determined irrespective of the qualifi
cations of each particular worker, and they are payable, as minima, 
to every person chosen for employment at the several tasks. But 
they are minima only-they prevent less tlian the standard being 
paid, but they in no way preclude a larger amount being given for 
service superior in quantity or quality. And these occupational or 

• The occupational rate takes, cf course, mnny different forms in the various 
industries. There are, throughout, two principal types, nnmelv (a) payment accord
ing to the time spent in the employer's service, and (6) pnymCnt according to result 
measured in output. On this c'omplicnted subject information will be found in 
M~thods of btdustria/ Remmuration, by D. L. Schloss.; b1dustrial Democracy, by 
S. nnd n. Webb; and The Pa.1'ment of Wages: A Study m Payment by Resulls w 1der 
the Wage System~ by G. D. H. Cole. 
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standard rates involve no particular method of remuneration. 
They may be_based simply on t~e wor_king time, with more or less 
elaboration With regard to overtime, mght work, Sunday d~1ty and 
extra payments for duties of exceptional onerousness or disagree
ableness. They may equally take the form of payments propor
tionate to output-these being always grounded, at bottom, on 
some implicit standard of daily or weekly earnin~s-which may be 
according to a more or less elaborate scale of p1ece-,~·ork ra_tes, or 
more complicated systems of payment by results, With _their own 
appropriate series of extras, and fortified by guaranteed time wages 
which must be paid, whatever the output. In both cases they 
include both the "scale rates" and any advances or additions 
made by way of percentages or lump sums. 

When we pass from the manual workers to the brain-workers, 
we find the conception of the occupational rate taking slightly 
different forms. \Ve see the same practice of standard rates for 
particular kinds of work being fixed for the whole of the persons 
chosen for employment, irrespective of individual capacity or ser
vice. Throughout the world of school-teaching, as in the Civil 
Service of Government Departments and Local Authorities, this 
occupational rate usually takes the form of salary scales, with 
periodical increments dependent on length of service and with 
special chances of promotion to higher grades. Tlw pay and 
other conditions of the Army and Navy and of our judicial estab
lishment, from the Stipendiary Magistrate up to the Lord Chan
cellor, afford other examples of standard rates fixed, irrespective 
of variations in personal capacity or efficiency, for the different 
occupational grades. In the other professions, new and old, where 
remuneration is by a series of fees from different clients, there are 
more or less precisely fixed scales of minimum fees, sonwtimes 
varying by grades, irrespective of personal qualifications. \Vhere, 
a~ in the medical profession, the number of practitioners remu
nerated by fixed salary is becoming considerable, we see a standard 
minimum, below which no qualified practitioner should descend 
becoming effectively authoritative. 

In the realm of"manual labour the occupational standard rates 
are determined, in the main, by the relative economic strength of 
the employers on the one hand, and the several occupational grades 
on the other, the struggle being perpctuallv inAuenced hv the pos
sibility of recourse to alternative grades o"f labour and alternative 
processes or products. It is, however, interesting to notice that in 
neither case is it exclusively the balance of economic power that 
determines the occupational rate. Political pressure, custom and 
conventi~n and ." est~blished exp~ctations" play a \large part. 
Such socwl considerations are specially apparent in the remunera
tion of the professions, and generally amono- the brain workers. 
A salary of £500, £1,000 or £5,000 ·a vPar, together with propor
tionate advantages in amenity of work, holidnys, etc., will be voted 
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to officials and public servants of such and such kind or grade, very 
largely because those who fix the sum-themselves usually belong
ing to the same class or the same service-proceed on the tacit 
assumption of the amount being what a person of that class ought 
to have. Considerations of this kind explain, and under present 
circumstances are held to justify, the innumerable occupational 
rates that exist above what would be yielded by the higgling of the 
market, from the builders' labourer's standard rate in London of 
seventeen pence per hour up to that of the Judge of the High Court 
of Justice at £5,000 a year. 

The determination of wages by the occupational rate operates 
at present largrJy to keep down women's wages in relation to 
men's. For reasons into which we need not here enter, women 
have so far been unable to make as much use as men of collective 
bargaining or political pressure, and they have found the balance 
of power against them. 

There are, however, other influences which have tended to lower 
the occupational rates for women, as compared with those for men. 
The more or less adjustment of money wages to the cost of living 
has worked against women. A long tradition lias left a vested in
terest of the male in all the better paid occupations. Moreover, the 
plea of special family obligations has been used against the 
women. All this has resulted in a tacit convention that there is 
throup-hout industry a male rate and a female rate. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF ADJl'STlNG MONEY vVAGES TO COST OF LIVING. 

The practice of adjusting money wages to the cost of living 
seems a necessary adjunct of the principle of the national minimum 
and the principle of the occupational rate, seeing that the very 
object of a legal minimum wage and an occupational rate is the 
maintenance of a given standard of life, which is dependent on the 
amount of commodities and services for which the money wage is 
exchanged. But the employers as a class have never admitted this 
assumption. On the contrary, they have frequently asserted that a 
rise in the cost of living affects all classes proportionately, and that 
the working class must suffer their share of any depreciation of 
the currency. The scarcity of labour during the war and the 
strong strategic .position of the organised workers has enabled the 
Trade Unions to compel both the Government and the employers 
to recognise that wages must be measured in terms of commodities; 
although it is only the powerfully organised trades that have suc
ceeded in gtetting this principle completely applied. It is interest
ing to note, in the Awards of the Committee on Production and of 
other Government Tribunals set up during the war, what an extra
ordinary diversity was shown in the application of this apparentlv 
simple device for maintaining the level of real wages. Sometime-s 
the Courts of Arbitration or individual arbitrators have awarded an 
advance strictly in proportion to earnings, so that the higher paid 
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men have got a larger addition per week than the low paid men. 
In other cases they have awarded a flat rate of advanc.e of so much 
per day or per week, identical for all class~s_ of operatives. In yet 
other cases they have granted. larger addtttons to the l~wly _Patd 
than to the highly paid operattves. .But the one almost mvanable 
feature of all these awards is that the women wage-earners have 
come off worse than the men.* \\'omen, indeed, have sometimes 
been wholly ignored in the award. Thus, the principle of trans
lating money wages into real wages, which has been so generally 
adop.ted during the war, has in itself adversely affected the wages 
of women in relation to those of men. We have been unable to 
discover any intelligent explanation of this treatment of women. 
Sometimes it is said that the rise in the cost of living does not bear 
so hardly on women as on men, because they live at home, have no 
dependents to support, and are, in fact, " pocket-money workers." 
But these factors, whether justifiably so or not, were already re
flected in their money wages, causing them to be so much lower 
than those of men. \Vhen the fifteen or five-and-twenty shillings 
earnings of the women, equally with the thirty or fifty shillings 

*The Award frequently took the form of a percentage advance, as in the case of 
the Hosiery Trades of Leicester, Nottingham, and llkeston, when the Committee 
awarded a war bonus of 5d. in the ls. to men and women alike. {Commillu on Pro. 
due/ion and Spuial Arhilra/im Tribunal Awards: Vol. IV. No. 1645). Many of 
the Trado Unions, however, objected that a percentage advance was unfair as it 
meant "so much more to the higher paid man," and contended that 11 after all the 
man with the higher salary does not have to pay more for his butter than the mom 
with the low salary"; and in March, 1917, the Committee decided in favour of a 
consolidated national award of a flat advance for all workers in the engineering and 
foundry trades, whether skilled or unskilled, time or pieceworkers. (Commitlu em 
PToduction Findings (March~ 191~May, 1917), No. 689). This, however, was con
fined entirely to men, the women being deal~ with by the Special Arbitration Tri
bunal for \Vomen's Wages. The awards almost invanably gave to women a smaller 
advance than to men: a typical instance is that of the Sheffield Cutlery Workers, in 
which case women aged 20 years and over were entitled to a war bonus of 6s. 6d. but 
subject to a maximum inclusive rate of 23s. The men were entitled, on the other 
hand, to an unconditional advance of 47~ to 52! per cent. (Commillee on ProdtutiMI 
and Special Arbitration Tribunal A1uards: Vol. IV., No. 1333.) \Ve have discovered 
only one case-the award given to tho Woollen and ·worsted Trades--entitling the 
women on piecework to a higher percentage advance than the men (presumablv on 
account of their lower piecework rates), viz. : 51 per cent. as against 48 per cent.; 
but no dfferentiation was made between men and women engaged on time work. 
(Ibid. Vol. II., No. 418.) A new departure was made in giving advances not of a 
percentage on earnings, but in proportion to tho lowness of the wage. This principle 
was adoEted mainly by Local Authorities and seldom agreed to by the workers 
except the general labour unions, and even they opposed tf1e policy of an income 
limit so far as concerned their own members, and an example of the application of 
this principle is that of the clerks employed by the Manchester Corporation to whom 
the Committee on Production awarded (lb1d. No. 1499) the following scale of 
increases :-

(1) Male employees earning from £150 to £300 a year, from 6s. 6d. to 9s. 6d. 
(2) Male employees, 18 years and over, earning less than £150 a year, from 

9s. to 12s. 
(3) Female employees earning from £150 to £500 a year, frcm 4s. 6d. to 

7s. 6d. 
(4) Female employees, JS years and over, earning less than £150 a year, from 

6s. to 9s. 
Later advances and awards, howe\'er, modified this principle, while they increased 

the difference between the wages of one ~e:< and the oth.er. 
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earnings of the men, came to he paid in what was virtually depre
ciated currency, every one of the smaller number of shillings paid 
to the women had its purchasing power lessened in exactly the same 
proportion as each of the more numerous shillings of the men. 
\Vhatever she did with her scanty shillings hefc.re the alteration in 
prices, she found just the same proportionate shortage as the men 
did. Yet only very rarely was the woman all•)wed, in respect of 
the rise in the cost of living, the same percentage increase. \Ve 
can only infer that what underlay the divergent awards and de
cisions was an unspoken feeling that "the women were getting too 
much "; and advantage was taken of their imperfect organisation 
and their greater docility to deny them any systematic equivalent 
for the depreciation of the currency in which they were paid. 

It is desirable to remember that it was principally this unex
plained equality in the treatment of women and men with regard 
to ad,·ances in respect of the cost of living that led to the widespread 
"labour unrest" f'mong the women workers. In the case of 
women employed on men's work, the Government refusal to give 
women the men's advances was, as shown elsewhere, a clear breach 
of the Treasury Agreement of 19th March, 1915. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF DETERMI:-;ING \VAGES BY FAMILY OBLIGATIONS. 

Very rarely do we find any " allowance for dependents" in the 
wages of industrial enterprise* The obstacles in the way of any 

• During the war the Committee on Production made awards indudin.,. allowanoes 
for dependents in the case of three firms employing the Swansea Copp~r Workers~ 
These three firms had instituted the following scale of war bonuses : 

" (I) Married men or householders (with dependents} earning below 30s. a week;. 
3s. a week. 

(2) Single men (without dependents) earning below 30s. a week; ts. 6d. a week. 
(3) Married men or householders (with dependents) earning 30s. a week and 

upwards; 2s. a week. 
(4) Single men (without dep1mdents) earning 30s. a week and upwards; Is. a 

week. 
(5) Youths and boys; Is. a week. 
The bonus was supplementary to tho rates of wages of all those earning below 

60s. a week." 
The first award (May, 1915) followed on the same lines subject only to some 

slig.ht modifications. · 
(I) :Married men or householders (with dependents) earning below 60s. per 

week; 3s. a. week. 
(2) Single men (without dependents) earning below 60s. per week; 2s. a week. 
(3) Youths and boys; Is. a week. 

This policy was, however, reversed by an Award in January, 1916, making no 
differentia.tion between married men and single. 

The policy of allowances for dept"ndents was incorporated in the awards grnntinrt 
war bonuses to corporation tramways (Newcastle-on-Tyne, Neath Corporation and 
others). This provision for dependents was opposed by the Amalgamated Associa. 
tion of Tramway and Vehicle Workers, who claimed instead a flat ndvance. The 
representatives of the workers urged "the necessity to get rid of what we regard 
as a nastfc stigma on the single men, especially in an arbitration award." The 
workers 1 do not want to distinguish between the single and the married men. 
They are giving, up their labom enerf.'!:v, and we say that it is not the function of 
the em(,loyer to say what a man's responsibilities are, whether he is single or 
mnrrief . " In no case was any provision made for the dependents of the female 
dilutants. 
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general adoption· of such a.policy by P.r~fiteering ~mploye1s wit.h 
regard to wages in normal ttmes are sulltc1ently obv1ous. But this 
principle was in 1914 virtually adopted by the Government, as by 
far the largest employer of labour, for the remuneration of the 
Army, by the instotution of Separation Allowa1~ces gr~duated pre
cisely according to the size of e~c.h man's fam.tly. _1 he fact that 
something like half of all the fam1ltes of the Uno ted Kongdom h:l\·e 
for the last few years been receiving incomes determined accordong 
to the number and ages of the persons to be maintained ha.s made 
a deep impression. This impression.cannot but have t;>een onte.nsl
fied by the action of the Government m December last on adoptong, 
for the first time, the same principle for the State U nemploymelll 
Benefit, whether for demobilised soldiers or civilian workers thrown 
out of work by the cessation of hostilities. In this case the extra 
allowances for dependent children /are made alike ·to men and 
women having such dependents. A similar principle was applit'd 
during the war in various other kinds of public employment, alike 
in Government Departments and under Local Authorities--not, 
indeed, with regard to the whole pay, but with regard to the ad
vances conceded on account of the rise in the cost of living. Thus 
advances have been granted at different rates to "householders" 
and to those who were "single men" (all women being excluded 
from either category). In other cases, so much has been added to 
the men's wages "for each dependent," the women employees 
being excluded from this allowance. This method of fixing ad
vances has been largely adopted by Continental municipalities. 

Thoug;h this principle of determining wages by the extent of 
the family obligations of the wage-earner has not been adopted, 
when it is a question of paying more where there nre dependents 
to be kept, either in industry or public employment (except in the 
cases noted above}, it has been f.requently used as an argument for 
keeping down the wages or salaries of women relatively to those of 
men, even where their work is admitted to be of the same value to 
the employer. It is habitually pleaded as a complete justification 
for the existence of a female rate, out of all proportion lower than 
the male rate for analogous occupations or jobs, that the man's 
wage covers the maintenance of a family, whereas the woman has 
only herself to keep. Even when the employer is getting the same 
output and the same value from women as from men., he has 
usually seen no imJ?ropriety in paying the womer., as a customary 
female rate, twQ.thlrds of what he paid to the men for the same 
work, ~sa ctf~tom.ary m~le rate. \V'e have even had this principle 
of fam1ly obltgat1ons g1ven the consecration of adoption, as an 
excuse for unequal wages, hy an authoritative Government Com. 
mittee. }n the p~ofess_ion of te~ching, we are complacently told, 
women al.m?st mva~1abl~ rece1ve lower salaries than those paid 
tC? men of s1m1lar qua!tfi~ntlons and the same standing in the ser
vice of the same authonty .... their duties are similar if not 
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identical; and "-as the Departmental Committee adds--" we are 
satisfied that ~he work of women, taking the schools as a whole, is 
:~s arduous as that of men and is not less zealously and efficiently 
done."• These lower scales for women's work are defended on 
the plea that a "man teacher looks forward to maintaining a wife. 
and family on what he earns, whilst many women enter the teach
ing service with no intention of remaining there for life, regarding 
it as a profitable and interesting occupation until marriage." 
Thus, any adoption of the principle of family obligations in the 
wages of industry militates against the woman, because it is always 
taken for granted (even when the worker is a widow with dependent 
children) that women have no family obligations! 

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE VESTED INTEREST OF THE MALE. 

The long-continued exclusion of women from nearly all the 
better-paid occupations has heen largely the result of the assump
tion that these occupations were the sacred preserve of men. It is 
only within the last couple of centuries that women have-apart 
from a few exceptional cases-appeared as the earners of wages or 
salaries, either in industry or in tJhe brain-working professions or, 
indeed, in any other capacity than that of domestic servant, or that 
of attendant or assistant of the man who was often related to them. 
They are still excluded from a great part of the field. By law, or 
by administrative action grounded in law, or by the practice of 
professional associations upheld by the Court, women are still 
definitely excluded from all branches of the legal profession, from 
the religious ministry, and from civil and mechanical engineering. 
vVith insignificant exceptions they are, to say the least, not en
couraged in the professions of the architect, the actuary, the public 
accountant, the chemist and the pharmacist; and they are not ad
mitted to the regular grades of the Civil Service, whether Class I. 
or Second Division, or in the ranks of the Inland Revenue, and 
the Customs and Excise, whilst in the rapidly-gu-owing inspectorate 
they are debarred from aJI the better-paid posts. Though they 
have come to constitute nearly two-thirds of the teaching profeS.. 
sion, they are still largely excluded from the University profes
soriate, and they are debarred, except in a very few cases, from 
the headships of colleges, institutes and schools admitting students 
of either sex and, indeed, sometimes from those admiftino- onlv 
female pupils. . "' · .. 

Throughout the whole realm of manual labour the women 
have found equally closed against them, prior to the war, 
t'he occupations which had gained a relatively high occupa
ti<;m'lll rate; together with the opport~mities lfor training which 
mtght have enabled them to prove thet'r competence and aptitude 
for the work. As in the brain-working occupations, the vested in-

* Report of Departmental Committee on Teachers in Elementary Sd10ols 
(Cd. 8939) pp. 8-9. 
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terest of the male had always to be protected against new rivals of 
the other sex. Towards the close of the 18th Century tht: Indus
trial Revolution permitted the new capitalist employers to mcrease 
considerably the number of independent women wage-earn~rs; 
and the art of weaving by the power-loom fell very l~rgely mto 
their hands. Normally, however, they w~re employed tn subor~l
nate capacities as cheap labourers at un_sk11led tasks. The men tn 

the workshop saw no reason for allowmg any women to learn a 
skilled craft; and right down to the present century it was rare to 
find any woman, however competen_t (outside the cotton wea~·ers 
and a few waistcoat-makers, embroiderers and other specwhs£'d 
needleworkers}, admitted to any industrial occupation at which she 
could earn more than the lowest grade of unskilled male labourers. 

It must be said by way of explanation that, in the manual work
ing occupations, the employers were always seeking ~o bring in the 
women, not merely to augment the number of tramed and com
petent operatives, but with the object and purpose of reducing the 
occupational rate; and the proposal was seldom made to the men's 
Trade Unions of opening the craft to women on the basis of giving 
them the same wages as the men. It must be added that the 
London Society of Compositors, which long resisted the introduc
tion of women to the skilled craft of the compositor, has, for a 
quarter of a century, thrown open its membership to women on the 
same terms as men, namely, that they should be earning the stan
dard rate, either at 'stab (time) or piece-work, and a few wonwn 
have thus gained admission. \Vhat is more usual is for the 
women to be made use of in alternative processes at a lower mte of 
pay (as in cotton-spinning by the -ring-frame, which is an alterna
tive to the exclusively male craft of mule-spinning). In other cas<'s 
there has been a " degradation of the job " by subdivision of pro
cesses or some new arrangement of machinery, often bv some ap
plication of team work, which has permitted an encroachment on 
the" man's job'' at the ".woman's rate." 

But, apart from any influence on the men's rate of wages the 
introdu~tion of women into the factory or workshop heret~fore 
employmg men only was felt to result in a differentiation of the 
work in such a way as to throw upon the men all the specially 
onerous, specially unhealthy, or speciaHy disagreeable tasks. 
\Vhere there is night work the men have to do it all.* 

*T~us, we a~e told bX the repr~sen.tati-;~s .of the N--;iiOi-;-~-~;t"her Trades Em· 
players Federation .tha_t The commg m of the females, that is the mi\ing of male 
and ~emale labour t~ hkely _to be a menace instead of assistance to efficienC}'• and 
that ts one of the thmgs wluch we net>d to safeguard . .... There is not the same 
measure of e~ciency and }'et it is difficult to define where the line of demarcation 
really comes 10. We ooufd not consent to n ((.•mal(' being p:1id less than a m11 te 
because in some sections of the industry she is efficient. lt is no use denying that. 
But it is the section of the industrr that men hnve a perfect right to have in order 
to help them to make ~he more difficult part, ~nd perhaps the _least paid, pay them. 
It does not work to g1ve the females the eas1est and best pa1d work, and let the 
men have the heavier anri wor~t-paid. but take the two to~elher ;mtl put them through. 
If th~ female could take a share of all it might be different. The'ie are nil things 
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The outcome, down to the war, was ·a very general segregation 
of men and women in industry, the two sexes being very seldom 
employed on the same kinds of work, or in the production of 
exactly the same articles Vihether the segregation of the sexes 
in industry was influenced by custom and convention, or deter
mined by relative aptitude, its result upon wages was to give rise 
to markedly different rates of remuneration for what was recognised 
as a "man's job" and what as a "woman's job." 'Ve had, ac
cordingly, m·er by far the greater part of bhe industrial field, a 
" man's rate " or customary standard of wages for occupations of 
different degrees of onerousness or of skill, contrasted with a 
" woman's rate" of wng;es for occupations of no less varying 
character, according as these different tasks had commonly been 
rele!Z"ated to one sex or the other. It must be said that these 
mafkedly contrasted "men's rates " and "women's ,rates" bore
no definite proportion to the physiological or mental expenditure 
of the workers of the two sexes in their several tasks, whether 
measured by their " efforts and sacrifices," or merely by time. 
~or does it appear that the several rates were proportionate to the 
value of their service to the capitalist employer or to the manager 
for the municipality. There is, indeed, no way (except that of its 
price in the market) by which the relative value to the community 
of the service, respectively, of men and women teachers--to take 
one example-can be computed. In the same way we see no 
manner in which the relative value could be computed eitJ1er to the 
capitalist employer or to the _community, of such contrasted ser
vices as the continuous delicate sorting or gauging or adjusting 
of minute components, which experience shows to be more 
efficiently done by women than by men, and the shifting of pig
iron in the yard, for which the brute force of men of great strength 
is indispensable. 

\.Y~ have, ·accordingly, as the result of all these influences, the 
excluston of the whole class of women, as such, from the profes
~ions or occupations in which the occupational rate is relatively 
high, and from the training qualifying for the work, so that not 
even those individuals among them who might have proved their 

we have to safeguard. We must safeguard them without any prejudice arrainst a 
female as a female." (Shorthanrl Notes of Evidence before the \Vnr Cahin~t Com
mittee, 6-12-18. p. 57.) Thi~ view was al"o taken by the repre.:;entative of rhe Soap 
and Candle Trades Employers' Federation : "The men have told us where women 
are employed-in th!s case I have mentioned tp you about the warehouse-the gang 
was p:ud on production bonus; they had a. guaranteed wage and a production bonus 
in addition, and whe11 it came to the time for the women-we put the women there 
for two or three months to get accustomed to the work before we put them on pro
duction bonus-when it came to shnting out, the men said, 'No, this is coming out 
of our pockets. because we are having all the hard work to do, and we will not work 
with women. If we have to work along with these women we are only going to do 
the same work '"as the women arc doing, or the women have got to do the snme work 
as we are doing. \Ve must have it one way or the other. \Ve nre not going to do 
the heavy work :md let them share cur bonus. Of course it was pooled." {Ibid. 
12-11-16.) 
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competence have been permitted to ent<:_~ these favoured occ,t~pa
tions. In addition, the influence of hal:ltt and custom, and es
tablished expectations" have all combined both to relegate women 
to the less advantao>eously situated occupations, and to fix the 
occupational rates of " women's trades " at a distance below the 
occupational rates of "men's trades,:• which bears no assignable 
relation either to bhe efforts and sacnfices of the two sexes, or to 
their output or value to the employer, or to their productiveness 
to the community. 

Tur-: PRINCIPLE oF A DEFINITE QuALIFICATION FOR EMPLOntENT. 

\Ve have to notice the growing adoption, alongside the spread 
of the conception of an authoritative standard rate for each voca
tion, of the principle of making employment conditional on the 
possession of a specific technical qualification for the calling. \Ve 
see this coming to be fully recognised in the brainworking pro

. fessions, the prescribed qualifications for the medical and legal 
professions being now extensively followed by analogous require
ments in teaching, engineering, architecture, accountancy, etc. 
There are signs that the practice of the National Civil Service ;n 
making entrance dependent on successln examinations will be 
followed by the Local Authorities, a beginning having been 
marie in such branches as Sanitary Inspection, Nursing and Mid
wift-ry. \V e see the same tendency in such industrial vocations 
a~ plumbing, mining, and the working of engines, where certifi
cates of competency are coming to be required. The ground on 
which this closing of occupations to any but specifically qualified 
persons has been justified is the public interest in ensuring that 
the persons employed shall have attained at least a prescribed 
minirr.um of efficiency. The requirement of a qualification pre
vents the employer from selecting, for any vacancy, a candidate 
of lower grade, however cheaply he might be able to obtain his 
services. The requirement also checks favouritism and jobbery in 
filling appointments, whet<her in capitalist enterprise or under 
public auth~rities. Speaking generally, the tendency is to pre
vent competition for employment on the part of the candidates 
below the prescribed line, and thus incidentally to maintain the 
Occupational Rate; and to concentrate all the· influence of com
petition upon the quality of the service to he rendered. The Trade 
Unions desire an extension of this principle. They have· made 
var.ious _reques~s for legal reguirement of specific t~chnical qualifi
catiOns 111 particular occupatiOns. \Vhat IS more tmportant is the 
confirmation which ·the same principle gives to their insistence 
that employment in the occupations for which they demand a stan
dard rate should be restricted to " fully qualified·,. candidates, by 
which they_ mean candidates. who have entered the trade through 
the rec~gnts~d avc:nue~, wht~h m_ay oft~n include the prolonged 
apprenttceshtp whtch IS falling mto dtsuse, and for which no 
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generally accepted substitute has yet been found. This has un. 
doubtedly had an adverse effect upon the wages of women, because 
it has been bound up with the Vested Interest of the Male. 

THE FoRMULA OF EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL \\'oRK. 

\Ve have still to mention what is, at the moment, the most 
fashionable formula on which it is assumed that the relation of 
men's and women's wages should be determined, namely, that of 
"Equal Pay for Equal 'Work." This can hardly be said to be an 
accepted principle, because there is no common interpretation of 
its meaning. In one sense" Equal Pay for Equal \Vork" has 
reference to the physiological and mental results to the operative, 
and implies a differentiation of wages according to the efforts and 
sacrifices that the work involves to the human beings concerned. 
These, however, we have not yet learned how to measure with any 
accuracy, apart from the time which the wage-earner has to place 
at the disposal of the employer and the character of the work per-· 
formed. To the manual worker this giving up of a definite part 
of his daily life at a particular task seems the main factor, and this 
justifies to him the time rate for each particular occupation. To 
quote the evidence of one of the representatives of the National 
Union of General \Vorl{ers, "the price of a job should be fixed, 
not upon the basis of the sex or the individual doing the job, but 
it should be established upon the basis of the job itself, that who
ever does the work should receive the price that custom and Trade 
Union method has established as the price of the particular class 
of work." It is interesting to note that a like conception practi
cally governs the determination of the methods of remuneration 
of many classes of salaried braimvorkers. The quantity and 
quality of the services rendered by individuals in the different 
grades of the Civil Service, by general manag~rs of banks and 
railway companies, by judges, and, be it added, by Cabinet Mini
sters, varies enormous! y; but it has never been suggested that there 
should be any variation from the scales of salaries voted by Par. 
liament or established by custom according to the merit of the 
different individuals of each vocation or grade. 

In respect of the wages of the manua;l workers the more popular 
interpretation of "Equal Pay for Equal \Vork" has reference to 
the quantity and quality of the product, irrespective of the effect 
upon the several operatives, or of the net \•alue of the service to the 
emplover. The product can, in some industries, be measured 
with s'ufficient accuracy to enable it to be made the basis of wage. 
determination, whether payment be made simply " by the piece " 
or by some other system of wages in proportion to results. In 
the most highly organised industry in which women are extensively 
employed on the same processes as men (i.e., cotton-weaving), this 
method of remunerntion is embodied in standing Lists of Piece
work Prices determined by collective hargaining and interpreted 
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in detail bv the expert officials of the Employers' Association and 
the Trade Union. These piecework lists become, in fact, the occ':'
pational .rate enforced on all establishments. . The success of th1s 
method of remuneration in a powerful!\· orgamsed trade has led to 
the assumption that " Equal Pay for Equal \Vork "_should mean 
equal piect"\wrk rates (as distinguished from equal ume rates) for 
both sexes.* 

This commonsense interpretation of "equal pay for equal 
work " does, however, not meet with the :~pprm·al of the employers 
in many industries. They urge that tht> wagt>s of _the workshop 
are not the only elements in the expenses of production; and com
modities paid for by equal workshop w:~g<·s may stand a_t v~rv dif
ferent costs in the enterprise as a whole, according to the~r d11Terent 
demands in the way of time and space, involving greatt>r or less 
"overhead charges " for rent and repairs, lighting and heating, 
superintendence, and other expenses incidental to a factory staff, 
interest on cost of machinery and its annual maintenance or re
newaL " Supposing you were going to employ nothing but 
women," we are told hy the representative of the United Tanners' 
Federation, " I should say that could be only if the wages are low<·r, 
for two or three reasons. One, that vou would have to have at 
least one-third more plant and machinery; you would have to ha,·e 
one-third more period or time when you had to keep that plant and 
machinery •running; you could not get the same output from the 
same area, the same plant, the same machinery, if you emploved 
female labour entirely; therefore the cost of the final article would 
have to be greater. ·But we should not object in the verv least, in 
fact we welcome and hope to employ female labour to such an 
extent that the cost of production is not increased as against the 
employment of male labour; but one must take into consideration, 
as I said before, the large amount of plant, the large amount of 
coal that would have to be used, the larger premises. and all that 
sort of thing. That would go on to your on-cost and increase the 
cost of your production. Therefore female labour, from the verv 
fact that it takes three to take the place of two men, and those thre'e 

*It is important to realise th:1t :my s:tlisfactorv application of the principle of 
equal piecework rates for both sexes dcpen1ls on powerful organisation. ln the 
woollen nnd worsted tra(les no !>I!Ch eqt1nlitv has been maintained. Thus, we :ne told 
by the Woollen and Wor!'lted Trades' Federation that " ln weaving, the condition" 
of competition in Huddersfield, where it was almost entirely confined, were that wnges 
for men and women in Woollen an.:l Worsted were supposed to be paid on whnt is 
known as the '1883 Scnlc-.' Harl the scale been stricth• adhered to, the piecework 
prices for men and. women would hnve been as 100 to 8S apprm:imately. ln other 
words the scale p11ces for men nrc about 17 per cent. above those for women. In 
actual practi~e,. however, while the wonwn's sca~e was almost generally oh!ierved 
men were pa1d 10 some cases on the men's scale, 10 others at one penny 10 the shil
ling on the women's scale; in others at one penny per 1 string' over the women's 
scale (a varying proportion). Probably the best estimate which can be made of the 
averngo relative levels of piece-rate prices of men and women in 1-Juddersficld in 
pre-war d~ys is that the.mcn w~re P:t_irl 10. per cent. more than women." (Memoran
dum submJtteli to the War C.1h1net CommJttee by the \Voollen and Worsted Trades' 
Federation, 1918.) · 
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have to be warehoused in the premises--! do not mean domestically 
housed-could not expect to get exactly the same." Thus, "Equal 
Pay for Equal \Vork" comes to mean, in the mind of the capitalist 
employer or the manager for the municipality, " Equal \V ages for 
Equal Value "; and we have claims that even the piecework rates 
for identical articles should vary according to the different per
centages of " overhead charges " that particular classes of opera
tives are said to involve. " If the women are paid the same piece 
rates after the war as the men," remarked the above witness, " they 
will be ousted from the factories because their output is practically 
one-third less .... their trade unions having refused to let women 
work under the piece rates of the men .... But some of the fac
tories have liept their '"omen entirely on day work or almost 
entirely on day 'vorh, in order to obviate this question of piece 
prices cropping up . .•• It is absolutely a trade that women could 
work in and could easily work if they were put to it.* 

Another reason is given by the employers for a lower rate of 
payment even on piecework to women than to men. ".A. woman," 
it is asserted, " has not the same potential value as a man; she 
may do a particular job as well and even better than a man, but 
she cannot be taken off that job and put on to something else either 
on the ground of emergencv or to fill up her time." "Equal pay 
should not be given to men and women engaged on the same or 
similar work," we were told by a representative of the Cycle and 
l\lotor Industry, "it is a question of comparative total efficiency, 
i.e., a woman punching a ticket on a tramcar may appear to he 
equal to a man. She, however, has not the same potential value, 
and would not b~ so useful as a man in the case of emergency, 
such as a breakdown, runaway, row, etc."t Then General 1\lana
ger of the Great 'Vestern Railway, as an excuse for giving women 
a much lower rate than men, stated that "The experience gained 
showed that as typists and teleg-raphs the women were practically 
the equal of male clerks of similar age and experience. They \\·ere 
not so valuable to the company, however, by reason of the greater 
use to which men could be put in connection with duties outside 
the immediate sphere in which the individual was employed."! 

But what, as a matter of fact, has stood in the wav of the ac
ceptance of the principle of " Equal Pay for Equal \Vork," is not 
the ambiguity of the phrase, but the ease with which its honest 

*This evidence th:tt employers, in ord!!r to evade "Equal Prw for Equal Work,, 
kept the women on time rates, is an interesting commentary on the workmg of I.... 2. 
as the embodiment of the 'fre;umry Agreement. The same evasion of the Govern~ 
ment pledge seems to have taken place in the Pottery~ Trade. The representati\'e of 
the Amalj!amated Society of i\fale and Female Pottery \Vorkers asserting that 
11 women dippers have largely entered the trade as substitutes for men who have 
joined up, nnd in some instances are receiving the s.ame rates as formerly paid to 
men. In many other cases the women have b<"en either put on time rates or greatly 
reduced piece rates., 

t Summaries of evidence to the War Cabinet Committee, 1918, p. 221. 
t: Shorthand ~otes of Evidence befClre the \Yar Cabinet Committee, 9.12.18. 
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application, whatever it may be taken t<? mean, ca_n b~ Haded or 
dodged. Even when the commonsense mterpretatwn _1s accepted, 
of" Equal Pay for Equal Output," it is, as the prec;edmg example 
shows, evaded by the simple expedient of ~ot allowmg the wome,n 
to be paid by results at all, and thu_s keeptng them to a woman s 
mte" for timework. But the dodgmg more often takes a subtler 
form. It is extremely rare, in industry, to find men and women 
performing exactly the same operations, making identical, th_ings 
by the same processes, or doing the whole of each. others _Jobs. 
Even where women are substituted for men, there IS, practtcally 
always, some alteration in the process, or in the mad~inery em
ployed, or in the arrangement of the tasks of Ute operatives, or m 
the way in which the labour is divided, which permits the em
ployer to contend that the work done by the women is not the 

·same as that previously done by the men, and which accordingly 
as he thinks, warrants him in fixing the women's remuneration, 
whether bv time or on systems of payment by results, at rates sub
stantially 'lower than those of the men. If an employer is in some 
way required to give" Equal Pay for Equal \:York," he habitually 
takes care to make some change in the work, so as to escape from 
the obligation. The Post Office has, it is alleged, on more than 
one occasion, deliberately "degraded" the tasks at which women 
derks are employed, in order to prevent a claim to the men's 
remuneration. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF LgnTING \V"AGES BY FOREIGN COMPETITIO~. 

There is still another principle according to which it is claimed 
that wages are, and ought to be determined, pamely, that of 
Foreign Competition. It has been urged upon us that the wages 
of the manual workers in British industries must necessarily be 
limited by those paid to the manual workers in the same industries 
in other countries, because otherwise the employers in those 
countries will be able to sell their wares at lower prices than 
British emplbyers, and so prevent these from developing their 
<>xport trade, or possibly even their sales for home consumption. 
This principle applies, as will be seen, both to the wages of men 
and to those of women. But it has been used also as an argument 
in favour of the restriction of women's wages to an exceptional low 
rate, on the plea that unless the employer was able to get the com
modities made by specially "cheap labour"-which is assumed 
always to be obtainable on1y from women-the export trade could 
not he carried on. 

The principle of determining the rates of wages by reference to 
foreign competition is not, so far as we are aware, applied with 
any statistical precision with reference to the rates actually paid 
in other countries. It has, for instance, never been made the 
ground for inoreasing the rates of wages in this count~y to such 
classes and grades of workers as have received higher rates orbetter 
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conditions in the United States or Germany, Australia or New 
Zealand. The extra profit accruing to the employers by reason of 
a lower cost of labour in this country than in some others is not 
brought into the account. Nor is the principle, when closely 
<'Xamincd, one relating to the relative level of wages at all. \V"hat 
is urg-ed is that unless the rate of wages in this or that occupation 
is restricted to a IO\\" maximum, the industry cannot be carried 
on at a profit in competition with employers in other countries, who 
can apparently sell at lower prices. Thus the argument for keep
ing wages down in this country is irrespective of whether the 
power of the foreign employer to sell at lower prices is the effect 
of relatively low rates of wages; high productivity; superiority in 
natural advantage, plant and equipment; skill in management, 
or willingness to accept a lower rate of profit. The plea for per
mission to employ "cheap labour" is equally made when what . 
the employer is afraid of is the highly paid skilled labour of the 
United States, or the exceptional natural resources of Argentina, 
or the specially elaborate scientific organisation of German in
dustry, or the low wages of India or Japan. It comes, in fact, to 
nothing more than the desire of every employer affected by com
mercial compel it ion to cut down expenses wherever he most easily 
can. 

THE DEVICE OF PROFIT-SHARING. 

\Ve think it is unnecessary to describe the device of making 
some addition to wages according to the profits of an individual 
firm, or even according to those of the industry as a whole. The 
profit-sharing schemes adopted by individual firms on all sorts of 
hases, and· yielding very different results in increments to the 
normal wages, are always coming and going, without (except in 
gas companies) showing any sign of general adoption. But be
sides schemes of profit-sharing in particular establishments, we 
have the same device either applied or proposed to be applied col
lectively to the operatives in a particular industry. One embodi
ment of this principle is the sliding scale by which wages in the 
iron and steel trade rise and fall according to the selling price of 
t!w product, which is taken as a rou~h index of the average pro
fitableness of the industry for the time being. Apart, however, 
from these sliding scales arrived at by the representatives of the 
employers and employed we have informal agreements between the 
representatives of the employers and the workers to raise or lower 
wages upon the basis of selling prices, or sometimes according 
to the margin between the price of the raw material and that of the 
finished product. More recently ambitious and elaborate schemes 
have been put forward by the employers in particular industries-
notably in coal-mining-to take the Trade Union into partnership 
and even to accord to its representatives seats on a Joint Board, 
with a view to the workers as a whole participating in the aggre-
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gate net profits of the. industry, after pa~·me!1t of a prcscrib_cd ~ate 
of interest on the enure nom mal capitalisation; the figures bemg 
taken by an independent pulilic accountant from the books of the 
several employers, and the result given only for the industry n!l a 
whole. 

Schemes of profit-sharing may apply equally to men a!1d 
women. But I have to point out that they increase the inequality 
between men's and women's wages. The percentag;e added to 
wages usually varies accordi.ng to the gra~e of operatl\·e, or. even 
where this is not the case, yields a larger mcrement to the_ highly 
paid than the lowly-paid grades. Th~s the women are, In th~·Ir 
character of lowly-paid workers, at a disadvantage compared With 
the men, exactlv as the unskilled male operatives are at a dis
advantage compared with the skilled male operatives. 

THE CHAOS PROllt.:CEO BY THE \\'AR. 

The widespread dislocation of industry produced b,· the war, 
together with the suspension of collective bargaining and factory 
rej;:\ulations involved in the Government requirements, and the 
abrogation of Trade Union conditions in return for the Govern
ment pledges contained in the Treasury Agreement of :\larch, 
1915, with the subsequent alterations of wages by Government 
fiat under stress of circumstances, have produced an indescribable 
chaos in the Labour Market. The wages of women, in particular, 
vary from less than a pound a week-a rate still being paid, not
withstanding the doubling of the cost of living since 1914 in 
various parts of the country to many thousands of women-up to 
six or occasionally even ten times as much, the variations corres
ponding neither with the cost of living, the efforts and saerifices, 
the value to the employer nor the service to the community. ~!any 
of the variations are merely the unforeseen result of the fulfilment 
or non-fulfilment of the various "vVar Pledges" made without 
comprehension of their effect in practice. The standard rates for 
" men's jobs " have advanced with much less unevenness than 
wom~n's w_ages, so that ther~ cannot nowadays be said to be any 
definite ratio between the earnmgs of men and womeh respectively. 
The ground is accordingly clear for a systematic reconsideration 
of the problem. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE PRINCIPLES TO BE REJECTED AND THE 
PRINCIPLES TO BE RECOl\niE!\DED. . 

The selection of one principle on which to determine the rela
tion of men's and women's wages rather than another must neces
sarily depend, in great measure, on the kind of societv we wish to 
bring about. What is important is to hnve deady in view what 
social conditions we are aiming at. We must, of course, take 
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fully into consideration what, in the present stage of social de
velopment, is economically practicable; and not less what are likely 
to be the reactions--economic, social and political--of any pro
posals. But our judgment upon these proposals will depend, 
primarily, on underlying assumptions as to what we desire to 
produce. It is accordingly important, for clearness of thought, 
that these assumptions should be definitely chosen and explicitly 
postulated. I make the following assumptions. 

The first requirement of a civilised community is the main
tenance of the whole population at the highest Standard of Life 
that the community's knowledge and its command over natural 
resources make practic:tble. It is by success in achieving this re
sult that go\·ernments must be judged. . The Standard of Life 
involves, of course, a continuity of subsistence; but it includes 
much more than mere maintenance, more even than maintenance 
in health and efficiency. \Ve cannot be satisfied without securing 
for the whole population also the greatest practicable measure of 
frePdom, in the sense of the maximum development and satisfac
tion of individual faculties and desires. 

Incidental to this primary requirement rather than second to 
it, is the obtaining, throughout the whole community, of the maxi
mum production of the commodities and services upon which the 
standard of life depends; or, to put it more preciselv, the most 
advantageous proportion between the output of commodities and 
services and the efforts and sacrifices that their production involves. 

Moreover, alike in order to make the most of whatever product 
there is to share, and in order to satisfy the sense of justice, there 
has admittedly to be a steadv approximation to some measure of 
equivalence between income and the efforts and sacrifiCPS by which 
income is made. 

No less fundamental is the maintenance of the nation, and of 
its Standard of Life, from generation to generation. \Vhatever 
the parent may do, the statesman cannot safely place the require
ments of the children, and of succeeding generations, at any 
lower level than those of the contemporary electorate. 

It is in the light of these assumptions that we have to choose 
among the several principles by which the relation between men's 
and women's wages may be determined. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF 1:-:DIVII>l"AL BARGAINING MUST BE REJECTED. 

\Ve see at once that we may dismiss what has been called the 
principle of there being no principle in the matter, otner than that 
of lt:>aving the whole thing to the higgling of the market, to be 
sPttled, case by case, through individual bargaining, according to 
" Supp.ly and Demand." The inevitability of this resulting in a 
large morass of " sweating " has been too clearlv dPmonstrated 
--of the condemnation of a considerable proportion of the pro
ducPrs to "earnings barely sufficient to sustain existence; hours· 
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of labour such as to make the lives of the workers periods _of almost 
ceaseless toil, hardened, unlovely to the last degree; san1tary con
ditions injurious to the health of the persons employe~ and 
dang-erous to the public." This is now see':~ to be mcon.slstent 
with the maintenance, throughout the ex1stmg commumty, of 
any decent standard of life. It is, as is hereafter shown, not con_
ducive to obtaining, throughout the whole commumty, of the maxi
mum production relatively to the efforts and sacnfic~s of the per
sons employed. And it is obviously incompatible w1th the ma_m
tenance of the nation, and of its standard of life, from generation 
to generation. The facts that, over so large a proportion of the 
whole field, this " principle of there being no principle " has been 
abandoned by general consent; that every decade sees a further 
limitation of the area to which it is left to apply; that neither th_e 
economists nor the employers, as a class, suggest even a possi
bility, still less the desirability, of reversion; and that the forces 
of organised labour would fiercely resist any attempt in that direc
tion, enable us to dispense with any consideration of the alterna
tive of leaving the relation between the wages and salaries of men 
and women respectively to be settled simply by " Individual Bar
gaining-." and the "higgling of the market." I must take it that, 
at the present day, the very appointment of a Committee to define 
a principle is, in itself, the negation of the "principle of there 
heing no principle." 

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE NATIONAL MINIMUM MUST BE AccEPTED. 

I think it impossible to avoid the conclusion that the prescrip
tion, and the resolute enforcement throughout the whole com
munity, of minimum conditions of service, form an indispensable 
basis of any decent social order. The case for what has been called 
the National Minimum appears to me to have been now fully 
demonstrated. \Ve have to assume that it is one of the primary 
duties of the Legislature and the Executive Government to provide 
for the prescription ; for the periodical adj usnment; for the adapta
tion to particular circumstances of localiiies and industries; and 
for the systematic enforcement of such a national minimum, which 
should include, at least, the fundamental requirements of leisure, 
sanitation, education and subsistence. 

I do not see how it can be argued that this national minimum 
should be other than equal, and in fact identical, for persons of 
either sex. Such a legal minimum cannot, in practice, secure 
more than the needs that are common to human beings as such. 
It can ensure, as opportunities for rest and recreation, a certain 
proportion of each twenty-four hours; and I do not suppose that 
anyone would desire that this proportion should be, as a mini
mum, smaller for women than for men. It can ensure the pro
vision of a minimum of certain essential requirements of sanita

. tion, safety and amenity alike in the workplace and the dwelling-
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house; and, here again, no one would contend that the standard 
should be lower for the female than for the male sex. It can see 
to it that no one grows to adult age without having had access to 
the opportunities of acquiring aU the education for which he has 
aptitude or capacity; and girls can hardly be placed on a lower 
level than boys. \Ve come finally to the requirements that are 
provided in the form of wages or salary; and here it is often con
tended that a woman needs less than a man, It it said, for in
stance, that women, being on an average shorter and smaller than 
men, require only four-fifths as much food as men. But this re
sult of statistical averages affords, as it seems to me, much less 
ground for differentiating between the rations of men and women 
as such, than between human beings over and under five-feet-five 
in height, or above and below nine stone in weight. In actual 
practice, however, a national minimum of wages cannot take ac
count of the difference between appetites, or provide accurately for 
·'lbnormalities at either end of the scale. The wage has to provide 
for much besides food-for shelter, fuel and light; for whatever 
standard of clothing the climate and customs of the nation make 
requisite; for such indispensable items as travelling, insurance 
and other contributions; for the saving necessary to tide over the 
" lost time " due to the sickness not covered by insurance, and for 
holidays; not to mention also books and newspapers, and recrea
tion of one or other kind. I cannot discover that, taking these 
things together, there is any recognisable difference between the 
necessary cost of maintenance in health and efficiency of a man 
of 21 and of a woman of 21. If most women need to spend less 
on food than most men (though not women of more than average 
~ize and physical exertion than men of less than average size and 
physical exertion), they usually have to pay more than men for 
lodgings compatible with a life of equal dignity and refinement_ 
Their clothes cost, for an equal effect, more than those of the men; 
and more is expected of them. They need to save more than the 
men for the lost time due to short spe11s of illness. Their books 
and newspapers, like their tmm rides, are the same to them in 
price as to the men. So far, I am irresistiblv led to the conclusion 
that the national minimum wage, which tl1e Legislature should 
secure for all adult workers whilst in employment, cannot be other 
than identical for both sexes. There remains the item of family 
obligations, to which I shall recur. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE OccUPATIO!':AL RATE MLJST BE AccEPTED. 

The national minill)um cannot be other than the basic minimum, 
below which, in the judgment of the community for the time being, 
it is nationally inexpedient to allow any human being to descend. 
It has nothing to do with the proper or desirable remuneration of 
labour, or with the share of the national income to which any or 
all of the sections of the wage-earning population may reasonably 
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aspire. ;\loreover, it includes nopro,·ision for the cost of acquir
ing skill or proficiency of any k1nd, beyond th:•t common to all 
human beings;and no payment or remu~er:'t10n e1ther for such skill 
or proficiency, or for any standard of hfe m excess of the na!lo~al 
minimum or other expenses wluch the performance of spec1al 
duties or ~he fulfilment of particular functions may involv_e. In 
fact, in any organised and civilised ~oCiet;, the contmued exostence 
of persons receiving no _more than _the na!lonal mm1mum, eq~1pped 
with no more than umversal trammg, possessmg no spec1ahsed 
skill, and fulfilling no specific function, ought to become steadily 
more exceptional. The sphere of the occupational or standard 
rate will, in fact, in any progressive society, become continually 
more extensive. 

\Ve have, ~herefore, to recognise the necessity of the principle 
of the occupational or standard rate, which, as has been described. 
already prevails throughout the greater part of the world of pro
duction, alike of commodities and sen·ices. How much in excess 
of the national minimum the occupational rate should be depends 
on the circumstances and requirements of each occupatioa. It is 
obvious that, with freedom of choice of vocations, the inducements 
offered for any tasks requiring more than common skill, or more 
than the training which is universal-and likewise for any tasks 
that are, in fact, exceptionally repellant, from whatever cause-
whether or not these inducements take the form of additional pay
ment-must be sufficient to attract the staff of persons required for 
their performance. To the prescribed national minimum there 
bas accordingly to be added, for each such occupation, what we 
may call a supplement for scarcity. In the same way, the fulfil
ment of particu.l'!r functions in the manner desired may involve 
personal habits and a method of life more costly than the standard 
prescribed as the universal minimum. To the prescribed national 
minimum there has accordingly to be added, in such cases, what 
we may call a supplement for the necessary expenses of the pro. 
fessional status. \Vhat is not so immediately obvious is whv 
tlwre needs to be, for each occupational grade-not individual bar. 
gaining and the distinctive payment of each individual "accord
ing," as it is said, "to his merits "-but a common standard ratP. 

The argument in favour of a common standard rate as a mini
mum for each occupational grade, instead of leaving each person's 
pay to be settled by the higgling of the market, through individual 
bargaining is much the s;ime as that in favour of the national 
minimum, only stronger. The person to be engaged, who is nor. 
mally in a much weaker economic position than the employer or 
the authority from whom he seeks employment, is protected, bv 
the existence of a common standard rate, from being taken ad. 
van. tag~ of. He may be in urgent ~eed; his wife and family may 
be 111 d1stress; he may be an exceptiOnally quicl< worker, and able 
to make a living at a piecework rate at which other men would 
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starve-all these and many other influences would (and constantly 
do) operate through the higgling of the market, in the absence of 
an authoritative standard minimum, to degrade the conditions of 
cmployment, below what the same relative "supply and demand " 
would produce with effective collective bargaining. The existence 
oi common standard conditions, which can be insisted on as a 
minimum, is, in short, indispensable to collective bargaining; and 
collective bargaining •s, in the judgment of organised labour, 
which the economists are no longer prepared to deny, a necessary 
defence against a degradation of the existing occupational rates 
considerably below their present level. 

It might be thought that where, as in the national and muni
cipal Civil Service, the employment is under a public authority, 
not working for profit, 'there would be less need, if any, for authori
tative standard rates applicable, as minima, irrespective of indivi
dual qualifications. This is not the case. It is found by ex
perience, ·not only convenient to the administration, but also 
necessary to the persons employed, to adopt standard salary scales 
and increments, not merely to prevent advantage being taken of 
individual weakness in bargaining, but also to prevent both unfair 
favouritism and the widespread suspicion of its baleful influence. 

There are, however, other reasons for an occupational rate, 
instead of payments settled by individual bargaining, which are 
applicable both to manual workers and to brainworkers. The 
effect of the ·resolute enforcement throughout each occupational 
grade of a common standard minimum, instead of paying each 
employee "according," as the employer says, " to his merits," 
is to concentrate all the strength of the competition for employ. 
nwnt upon efficiency, and continuously to raise the average level. 
If the employer is compelled to pay the standard rate as a mini
mum to every person whom he engages, he will be continually 
set•king to pick, for the common price, the most efficient worker. 
If, on the other hand, the employer is free to offer less than the 
standard to anyone whom he can induce to accept this lower wage, 
it may very often pay him to select for each vacancy, not the most 
efficient candidate, but a less skilled, a less sober, a less well
trained, or a J.ess industrious worker, provided that he can hire 
him at a more than proportionate reduction on the standard rate. 
Thus, there can be no doubt that, in occupations in which a stan
dard rate is effectively maintained, the persons who are at any 
moment in employment tend always to he the pick of the available 
workers; whilst those who constitute the fringe of the habitually 
or frequently "out of works " are, for one or other reason, the 
relatively inefficient.· The enforcement of a standard minimum 
makes, accordingly, for maximum production (measured in com
modities or services). 'Vhere there is no standard rate, the selec
tion may be quite the other way. Those in emplovment at any 
one time will include "the lame, the halt and the. blind"; th.e 
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physically, mentally and m'?rally deficient; the industri~ly 
apathetic or servile; the weakhngs_ and. the dru~k.ards--each tn

dividually taken on at a wage at whtch hts less etl1Ctent labour has 
seemed actually cheaper to the employ;~ than that of the fully 
efficient worker at the standard rate. I he aggregate output of 
commodities and services (though not necessarily the prolits of 
the employer) will, therefore, always be lower in proporti'?n to t_he 
number of persons employed and to the efforts and sacnfices m
volved, in occupations in which there is no standard rate, and 
w.here warres are left, through individual bargaining, to the hig
gling of the market, than in those in which a standard rate is 
effectively enforced. . 

The remarkable effect of standard conditions of employment 
on the productivity of industry is not limited to increased efficiency 
in the selection of the workers and the stimulus to their progressive 
improvement; it has a like effect on the brains of the entrepreneur 
and on the selection and improvement of the machines and pro
cesses. \Vhen all the employers in a trade find themselves pre
cluded, by the existence of a common rule, from worsening the 
conditions of employment-when, for instance, they are legally 
prohibited from crowding more operatives into their mills or keep
ing them at work for longer hours, or when they find it im" 
possible, owing to a strictly enforced piecework list, to nibble at 
wages--they are driven, in their competitive struggle with each 
other, to seek advantage in other ways. \\·e arrive, therefore,\'lnt 
the unexpected result that the insistence by the trade union on 
uniform conditions of employment positively stimulates the inven
tion and adoption of new processes of manufacture. " fllankind," 
says Emerson, " is as lazy as it dares to he," and so long as an 
employer can meet the pressure of the wholesale trader, or 0f 
foreign competition, by nibbling at wages or " cribbing time," 
he is not likely to undertake the " intolerable toil of thought " 
that would be required to discover a genuine improvement in the 
productive process. Besides this direct effect in stimulating all 
the employers, th.-: mere existence of the common rule has another 
and even more important result on the efficiency of industry, in 
that it is always tending to drive business into those establishments 
which are most favourably situated, best equipped, and mana12;ed 
with the greatest ability; and to eliminate the incompetent or old
fashioned employer. And this is no mere theory. It is, as ewry 
student of industrial history knows, abundantly illustrated in the 
story of the Lancashire cotton industry.* 

* hzduslrial Demouacy, by S. and B. Webb, sec especiallv the chapter on "The 
Economic Characteristic of Trade Unionism." The same thing was borne out br 
evidence before the Committee even from employers. The representative of tile 
National Federation of Laundry Associations and Launderers' Association, Limited, 
agreed that 41 one of the effects of havin~ a uniform standard rate and having that 
on a very reasonable basis as reg-ards lhe mainten:mce of t!Je individual wage earner, 
would be to drive all the work into those laundri~s which had the best appliances." 
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·Finally, from the standpoint of the status of the worker in in
dustry, there is an imperative reason for the common rule. The 
occupational rate, or rather, the existence of common standard 
conditions alike in pay and in the other terms of employment, is 
found by experience to afford practically the only available lever 
by which the workers concerned can assert and exercise any effec
tive share in the control of their own working lives. vVith the 
conditions of employment settled, employee by employee, through 
individual bargaining, the whole staff is reduced to a series of 
isolated persons recognising no interests in common, each playmg 
for his own hand, and all consequently unable effectively to claim 
or to exercise any participation in the direction even of that part 
ot the enterprise on which the conditions of their working lives 
depend. If we may assume that the aspirations for an enlarged 
industrial freedom for the workers concerned must inevitablv re
ceive some satisfaction, the universal establishment of common 
rules for each occupational grade is an indispensable condition of 
that expansion of the sphere of trade unions :md professional 
associations which will permit of any collective settlement, occupa
tion by occupation, of the conditions under which the service is 
rendered. It is, in fact, the only practicable alternative to the 
complete supremacy of bureau<:ratic " Government from above," 
whether official or capitnlist. 

THE PRINCIPLE oF A l\1.\r.E RATE AND A FEMALE RATE Mt:ST BE 
REJECTED, 

It has been suggested to us that-granting the necessity of 
common occupational rates-there should be, in each occupational 
grade, one such rate for men as such, and another, always niUCil 
lower, for women as such. Such inequality of payment for similar 
work is the rule rather tl\an the exception. I giw one illustrative 
quo~ation from our evidence. '.'At one of the largest societies in 
the country-Leeds-a woman has replaced a man in the outfitting
department. She not onh· does the same work behind the counter 
and in buying that he clicl, but, in addition, has undertaken the 
measurements for alterations for the tailoring department. The 
man's wages on enlistment were £3, the woman's wage in Sep
tember, 1918, 23s.-that is including the war bonus-although the 
departmental manager freely admits that she is as valuable as the 
en listed man. J.n the same society a branch boot and a branch 
drapery department, side by side,' had ead1 a man manager re
sponsibla for ordering goods from the centml \l"arehouse (not 
buying direct), who receiwd 32s. in 1914. The men have since 
''If you ask me to take lvng views on the subj~ct, I am absolutely with you," he 
replied, "but from my personal knowledge of the laundry trade-, it would mean the 
shutting up of 75 per cent. !lf them." (Shorthand Notes of Evidence before the 
War Cabinet Committee, 12/12/18.) It is significant that the laundry employers, in 
the absence of any Standard Rate, ha\"C been advertising for women nt 20s. n week 
for n 60 hours week-a wage which is not more than lOs. a week at pre.war prices. 
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enlisted, and the two departments have been combined under one 
woman, who is responsible for all the ordenng and otl_•er dut1es 
that the men performed. She is helped by a young g1rl. Her 
own wages (including war bonus) amount to 26s.; thus the work 
done by two men at 64s. is now done by one woman at 26s. and 
one girl at 25s. per week. The staff central boot department of 
the Pontefract Co-operative Society consisted of a manager _at 
£3 17s. 6d. per week, a female assist~nt at 26s., and a young Jf'rl 
at lis., beinrr a total wage cost of £5 14s. 6d. per week. I he 
manager enl/;;ted and the first assistant was giwn his dutit·s. In 
September, 1918, her wages were 37s. The lis. was war bonus, 
no advance had been gi,·en for responsibilities, and the young 
assistant is now receiving 19s., partly wage ad,·ance. and partly 
war bonus. The woman has undertaken all tlw dulll'S that the 
male manager performed, and her turnover ha~ incrl'ased. by 
£1,560 per annum .•.. not very largely due to mcrt•aS<·d pnces, 
as the manager himself was present during the hug<' leap in prices 
consequent on war conditions in 1916-7. "• Similar differ<'nces 
arc common in many manufacturing industries. 

The custom of paying women, even when doing the same work 
as men, much less than the men, has long prevailed, wry largd~·, 
as we think, for the non-economic reasons that hav<' been already 
described in the foregoing section of the principle of the national 
minimum. We see, for instance, that the inequality has, during 
the war, actually been embodied in agreements between the men's 
trade unions and employers' associations, coupled "'ilh a solemn 
bargain /hat after the war the "vomen should be excluded from /he 
men's jobs. The principle of a male rate and a female rate is, in 
fact, inextricably bound up with the principle of the ,·ested in
terest of the male. \Vherever a trade union admits a lower rate 
for women it does so on the understanding that women are ex
cluded from any part of the work claimed by the men. t 

*Shorthand Notes of Evidence to Committee, '-liss Ellen Wilkinson, of thr: 
Amalgamated Union of Co-operative Employees, 17/12/18:-

The representatives of the Hosiery Trades Union informed us thnt, before the 
war, "women were employed in ~very department of the Hosien· Trade except in 
Cotton's Patents (t'.g .• linking, seaming, and sewing machine). On many machines, 
owing to their intricacy and delicacy, the women are superior to the men, ... In 
Leicester the average wages per week were for men 40s. and for women 33s., girls 
13s. to 14s., and young girls 5s. to 6s. (minimum). Under the old S\'Siem men were 
paid on time as a minimum Bd. per hour, and women 4c1." (Summ:iries of evidence 
to the War Cabinet Committe!!, p. 217.) 

t This is clearly brought t)Ut in the following- cross-examination of the repre. 
:-entative of the National Union of Root and Shoe Operatives:-

" With regard to the rJUestion of the emrlloyment of women on new machines 
what do you suggest, when yon get a new maciLine, and a woman is found to be able 
tiJ work that machine; would you, as the representative of the Union, in-.ist on the 
male rates for the women, or would you consider that the fact that women could 
work the new machine proved that the employers were right to give a female rnte? 

" A. Such a po!iition has never arisen, because if the machine is in either one of 
the male departments, it is taken for granted that that is male labour. '• 

"Q. You would exclude the women from that machine then? 
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But differential occupational rates for men and women engaged 
in the same tasks, even when the wage is graduated strictly accord
ing to output, have been defended also by economic arguments. 
The employers have urged that, in particular occupations, the 
great bulk of women are less efficient than the common run of 
men, whether from inferiority of physical strength or of trained 
industrial skill, from worse time-keeping or more frequent absence 
through illness. It is said, indeed, that three women are often not 
more than equal to two men; and that this inferiority involves so 
much more workship space, so man~ more machines, such addi
tional superintendence and "welfare work, and such more onerous 
' overhead charges ' " per unit of output for that part, taken as 
a whole, of the factory staff which is female, than for that part, 
also regarded as a mass, which is male. It need not be doubted 
that, in some occupations, this is broadly true. The greater 
incidental expensh·eness in these occupations of the female 
portion of the staff does not, however, in itself justify the 
existence of a male occupational rate and a female occupa
tional rate for the same work. I see no justification for 
classifying togethl'r all the workers of one sex, and sub
jecting them all to a differential rate. It is admitted that 
some women are, in n!'arly all occupations, found to be superior 
in efficiencv to the common run of men; and I can discover no 
ground for. penalising these Pxceptional women because of the in
dustrial inferiority of the mass of their colleagues. Exactly the 
:;>arne would be true if. in certain occupations .-equiring brute 
strength (such as steel smelting) the workers were classified, irre
spective of sex, ac•cording to whether they were over or below five
feet-five in .height, or nine stone in weight. On the argument of 
greater overhead charges, tlw employer loses relatively as much 
in tota,J expenses of production per unit of output when he pays an 
identical piecework rate to the industrially inferior fifty per cent. 
of his male wo1·kers as to their more efficient colleagues, as he does 
when he pays for the same work an identical occupational rate to 

·tlw male and female portions of his staff. 
The employer's plea for permission to pay a lower occupational 

rate to women than to men is sometimes put in the more specious 
form of a claim to make, from an identical rate, particular deduc
tions when women a1·e the recipients, on such grounds as (a) hav
ing to provide the women with extra appliances· or with male assis
tance in particular parts of the task or extra superintendence; 
(b) having to provide ov~ralls or other incidentals involved in the 
<>mployment of women; or (c) having to meet Factory Act require
ments or the cost of "welfare work." But this, it is clear is 
mereh· tlw claim to pm· a lower occupational rate because the ~m-

u A. yes. There was nn nttempt, when _the present clicking machine became a. 
commercml success, b~· s<>me few firms to mtroduce women labour, but that was 
rt"sisted." (Shorthnncl Notes of Evidence before the 'Vnr Cnbinet Committee, 
28/10/18). pp. 16-17.) 
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ployer chooses 10 engage for. his tasks workers of lo\\er net 
efficiency in productiOn--a chum that I haYe already dealt with, 
and judged to be untenable. • . . . 

There is a further practical reason why the I rade lmons-~s 
we think rightly-object to 3ny such deductions from the occupa
tional rate otherwise than in certain rigidlv defined cases winch 
Hie Trade Union can control. The employers' deduction for 
<;pecial appliances or assistance, • extra superintendence or Fac
tory Act requirements arP., by the nature of the case, always arbt· 
trary in amount, determined by the employer alone, without power 
or opportunity of verification of actual costs.t It is, in fact, 
almost beyond the capacit\" of the most accurate cost-accounting 
to assess with an\· precision w.hat percentage of the earnings of 
•each individual in the factorv each week is, with an e\·er-van·ing 
total output, equi,·alent to tlie expt•nse" partly capital and partly 
1mnual charge of an additional dining-hall, "rest-room " and 
lavatory block; and the assumed additional machinery, a~sistance 
and superintendence that the female part of the staff reqUires and 
obtains. Moreot•er, there is no equity in makin~: all the ".uomcn 
ns such pay equally fnr those parts of the extra sert•ice 1ohich only 
some of them require. In practice the employer arbitrarily mststs 
on deducting ten. t\n•nty or fifty per cent. from all the women· 
alike; and to the embittered workmen this seems merelv an act of 
plun~r. · 

In the analysis of the principle of "Equal Pav for Equal 
\Vork" it was shown that employers insisted on a lower rate for 
women on the ground that , when they were equal, or even superior 
to men in actual output, their labour was worth less because thev 
could not be relied on to cope with an emergencv requiring phvsl
cal strength or special technical skill; or because thev could "not 
execute repairs to the machinery with which they were working. 
Such an argument is put forward habituallv in· nll branches of 
engineering and other factory work. It w·as even pleaded, on 
behalf of the Government, as a reason why tlw women lift-atten
dants shoufd not receive the same wages as the men whom they 

*In the well-organised cotton industry the women have insisted on making their 
own arrang:ements with reg-:-.rd to special appliances or assistance so as to prevent thr
employer from making deductions from their wages-for instance, the Deamers, 
Twisters and Drawers in-" both men and women nre paid the same rate, but the 
women pay the men a certain sum each week in order to lift for them, so that the 
actual effect is that the women's wages are slightly lower thnn the men's, but the 
women would rather pay a man that nmount and have rather leso; work." (Shorthand 
Notes of Evidence before the \Var Cahinr:-t Commitlte, 18/10/18, p. 24-representn
tive of Women's Industrial Council and Fabian \Vomen's Group.) 

t The {net that a mixed stnfT nwy in\'olve greater expense in sanitary accommoda
tion and other re(juircments than one exclusively of either sex comes under the 
same head. The extra expense involved in mixing the se.~es is a cost to the com
munity as well as to the employer·-a lessening of net productivitv-which ought not 
to be incurred unless it is economicaJiy advantageous, and for wllich, if it is econo
mically advantageous, th~re is neither economic reason nor equitv in making eitlur 
aex pay in lower wages. · 
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had replaced, that tlw women, unlike the men, could not repair 
the machinery of the lift on the occurrence of a breakdown. The 
plea lost its strength when at the _-\rbitration the notice was pro
duced, which had forbidden the men attendants, under dire penal
ties, ever to touch the machinery of the lift or to seek to repair 
defects! 

It may be suggested ihat we haYe, in this notice, the clue to 
the answer. Either it is essentia.I, or at least desirable, in view 
of the likelihood or the seriousness of possible emergencies, that 
all the operatives employed should possess the qualifications 
needed to deal with such emergencies; or it is not. If it is, then 
the workers concerned, whether men or "·omen, should be chosen 
from among those so qualified and paid accordingly. If it is not

. the fact being proved by the engagement of workers without such 
qualifications-then the lack of them cannot be pleaded as a ground 
for paying a lower rate becatrSe a'ny particular workers, whether 
men or women, do not possess what is demonstrably not necessary 
for their work. 

It must be emphasised that we ha,·e receiwd ·very striking 
eYidence not only from employers but also from some of the Trade 
Unions, '"hich is confirmed by the testimony of Government in
spectors and costing experts, that in certain occupations in which 
both men and women are employed-notably the gauging, sort
ing and adjusting of minute components, the running of auto
matic lathes, and certain kin.ds of weaving-the average woman 
produces over a long period a larger output than the common run 
of men, with greater docility, and a more contented mind, involv
ing less "worry " to the management.* There would accordingly 

* "\Vomen for ammunition work,,, states the ~Innager of a Metal \Vorks and 
National Filling Factory, "are much more suitable than men .... Thcj• have more 
delicacy of touch and their fingers are more supple. Discipline and scrupulous clean
liness are difficult to obtain in either sex, but once a woman has acquired these habits 
she c:m be- relied upon to maintain them. I think that ought to be qualified-with 
supervision-but they are much more cleanly. Shops \Vhere women work are really 
quite models compared to those where men work. They are very adaptable and 
train more quickly than men. (Shnrthand Notes of Eddencc before the \Var 
Cabinet Committee, 28.10.18, pp. 63-64.) 

Another case of women's superictity is that of 11 deaner~." "In the case of 
women cleaners on the forecastles of ships in Salford docks." the Committee was 
told, "the men were paid 10s . .3d. a day for cleaning, and it is admitted that the 
women do the cleaning much better than the men; and the women are paid Ss. per day 
for exactly the same work as wa'> done by the men." (Ibid, Dock, Wharf, Riverside 
and General Workers' Union.) Thi:; superiority is confirmed in railway experience. 
"Every general manager that I know," said Rt. Hon. J. H. Thomas, M.P., Secre
tary of the National Union of Hailwavmen, "and have discussed this matter with, 
either officially or privately, have all borne testimony to the tremendous success of 
the women employed. So much so that a very dangerous situation arose the week 
before last. Mr. Potter, the general manager of the Great \Vestern Railway, whilst 
giving effect to the pledge ...• about the re-employment of men back from the 
war, hns interpreted that as not necessarily in the same grade but giving employment 
in others, and he himself in a letter to me .... distinctly says that with regard 
to cnrriage clenners the war has demonstrated to the railway company that women 
make better cnrringe cleaners tl1nn men, and he thought it ought to be developed to 
that extent." (Shorthand Notes of Evidence before tbe \Yar Cabinet Committee, 
16.12.18, p. 25.) 
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seem to lw, on the common argument for a lower occupational 
rate for women, in these cases the same warrant for a lower occu
pational rate for the men, or for deductions equivalent not only 
to the greater owclwad charg<·s per untt of output mvoh·ed m thetr 
increased requirenwnts in machines, factory space, ttm<' and super
intendence owing to their masculine clumsiness; Inn also to the 
expense and trouble to the management caus<'d by thetr dts_content 
"nd occasional strikt•s. \\\· have, howewr, not mf't wnh any 
serious sugg,.stiun, either from tlw cmployersor from tlw Gov~rn
ment--or eYen from the women-·that mt·n 1n tlwsc~ occupat1ons 
should receive a lower occupational rat<' than tlw women, or should 
be subjected to special dt·ductions, lwcaus•· of their s•·x disqualifi
cations.* 

But I object to considering only the presunwd I'ITect of this or 
that condition of emplo_yment on the t·mplovers' profits, o~ even 
on the operatives' wages. \Vhat ought to be ronsid•·red. _111 the 
main, is the effect upon ~1g-gregate pi-oduction. In so iar as the 
emplovment of workers inf•·rior in industrial ctlici•·nn· involves a 
greater dt•mand in the wav of space or timl', marhiner\· or superin
tendence, it represents a foss to the community which "is in no way 
compensated for by the payment to such inferior workl'fs of lower 
rates of wagt•s. But this is not all. Even apart from the waste 
of taking up fifty per cent. more machines, tiftv per cent. more 
factory space, and fifty per cent. more sup•·rint•·ndenn·, it is clearly 
unPconomical for the communitv to t-Xact tlw efforts and sacrifices 
of three women for output which could be produc<'d hv the efforts 
and sacrifices of two men. Hence tlwre is no puhlit: advantage, 
b~t :tcttwl.ly a sheer national loss, in bribing the employer by per
mttttnP' htm to pay lower wages, or to mal«· sp<'cial deductions 
from th(' occupational rate to get his work doni' by workers in-

* Tl~e representatives of _the Jhass Foundt:"rs Emplnyos' A'i-.<Jciation did make the 
!<.UggestJo~, but as a. rl'ductu• a4 a/JJurdum of "ErJU:tl Pay for Equal \Vork": " 1 
do not thmk one pomt has been brought out, nnd th:ll is that in some work women 
are far better than men and do it far better, so if the ba~is is made of equnl pay 
for e'lual v.-ork she should perhaps get more than a man.~' (Tiw Shorthand Notes of 
Evi_rlence h;fore the War. (~abinet Committee, 17.10.18, p. 23.) Other employers 
tac1tly admitted the supeTJoTJty of women bv their argument th:tt if the womcu were 
gi,·en men's rates they would reduce their oi1tput to thnt of the men. " In the e\·ent 
?f .the same. t!me rates be.ing r,a.id the m~n ancl women engagerl on the same work. 
11 IS tl~t• opm10n of the !-'nap I rarle that the output by men would be reduced to 
that of the women, and therefore the prorluction of the factories would be very 
materially curtailed." !Mcmorar.dum by the Hepresentati\'t"s of the Soap and Can
tlie Trades Employers' Federation: Memo. 63 of War f'ahinet Comm11tee, 1918.) 
This was also the view taken bv the Manager of Ml·tal \\'orks nnrl a Nation1ll Fil
li~g: Factory: ',' I thin~ the -:vornt'n will he able to hold f1l,•ir own CJIIitt= well, but to 
g1ve tht•m mens pay 1s a dlfTerent matter. \Ve probably would not get nny more 
out of them than we g-et f'IUt of the men, because eX<!ept on phvsic:~l work men nre 
not so quick as the women. I think they would bring lht'ir rate o'f production down. 11 

(Shorthand Notes of Evidcnct' before the War Cabinet rommiltee, 28.10.18, p. 73.) 
" As a. commercial projecL," he added, •; an eCJUal rate for mo.:n ancl women would 
not do, beeaul<le although our women in pre-war earner) £1 per week and the Wool
WiC"h men (:'arnerl 25s. or 27s., C)lll women would turn out about twice a'i much ns the 
men would." {Ibid, p. 66-67.) 
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dustrially less etncient-whether women or men-so long as any 
more etncient workers for the task required are available. It is 
imperative, if we are to get the maximum production out of any 
given generation, that those who are responsible for the selection 
of workers, whether by hand or by brain, for the several occupa
tional grades, should be under no temptation to deviate from the 
rule of getting every task performed by the workers who are, in 
all respects, the most efficient for the purpose. Only after he has 
taken on all the less costly workers who can perform the work 
with the lower expenditure of efforts and sacrifices, and with the 
least incidental expenses. and \dth the greater net etnciency, is 
the employer warranted in resorting to the more costly and less 
ellicient workers, male or female; and then onlv to the extent that 
he finds their Bmployment, even with all their persona·! short
·comings and drawbacks, positi·\·ely advantageous to him. If 
the1r employment is thus advantag:eous to the employer, and 
presumably to the community, in enabling the work to be done 
for which there is a demand, there is no reason why the particular 
individuals last engaged, whether male or female, should be 
penalised by deductions which will never be propdrtionate to their 
indi,·idual shortcomings. which inevitably tend to tempt the em
ploy•·r actually to prefer this less etncient labour, and which can
not fail to imperil the maintenance of the occupational rate itself. 
There is plainly no equity in seeking to make such deductions 
only when the demand for additional workers compels resort to 
women, and abstaining from making· them when the demand 
merely compels resort i(, ever lower grades of men. The existence 
and the resolute enforcement as minima, of identical occupational 
rates, coextensive with the various occupational grades-irrespec
ti,·e of differences of sex, height. weight, colour, race or creed 
which are demonstrably not coincident with differences of indivi
dual proficiency-is therefore absolutely a condition of maximum 
production. The existence within any one occupational grade of 
higher and lower rates of wages, or of special deductions which 
make it equally profitable to the employer to engage at the .]ower 
rate, or with the deductions, workers of relatively inferior efficiency 
-and, as must inevitably happen, sometimes in the employer's 
opinion, ewn more profitable-is accordingly positively inimical 
to maximum production. The proposal to allow a lower occupa
tional rate, or exceptional deductions from that rate, for women 
than for men engaged in the same occupational grade must there
fore be definitely condemned. 

The same argument, in my opinion, condemns the idea of 
differentiating in the prescribed conditions of employment, notablv 
as regards sanitation, amenity, and hours of labour; between men 
as such and women as such. Factory legislation has secured 
many advantages to the workers, and has thereby greatly increased 
the national output; hut in so far as these adYantages .have been 
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restricted to particular industries, particular localities or a particu
lar sex, the benefit to national productivity has fallen short of what 
it should have been; and there has been an incidental result of ad
wrse character in the temptation afforded to employers not to 
choose the course that would have been economtcallv the most 
advantageous for the community as a whole. I note with _concern 
that my colleagues in their report advocate an ~xtenston and 
elaboration of the regulations of the Factory Acts tn the. case of 
women only; and advise that such provisions should be •.nserted 
in the consolidated Factory Act that is now overdue. I tlunk, on 
the contrary, that the consolidation of the Factory Acts should be 
made ~he occasion of sweeping away all special provisions dif
ferentiating men from women. These special prO\·isions arose 
during a period when the male Trade Unionists objected to having 
the conditions of their employment regulated by law. This ob
jection has entirely ceased, and the male Trade Unionists are, on 
the contrary, now pressing for more stringent legal regulation of 
their own conditions than are at present incorporated in the legis
btion applicable to women. I see no reason why, in the interest 
of the community as a whole, the prescribed national minimum 
with .regard to sanitation and amenity in the factory, with regard 
to the provision of medical attendance, and with regard to securing 
a due proportion of each twenty-four hours for rest and recreation, 
should be any lower or any different for workers of one sex than 
for workers of the other. 

It may be urged that there are certain processes of industrv, 
:md even certain occupations, which are specially injurious or 
dangerous to persons of the female sex. I should hesitate before 
accepting this view. The officials of the men's Trade Unions 
often represent that such and such an occupation is " unfit for 
women" merely on the ground of its danger.• Medical p_racti-

*Thus, the representative of the Amalgamated Society of Dyers and Finishers 
urged that women should be excluded from 11 wet processes in cotton warp nnd 
hank." 1

' I can give you some cases of illness that we had to deal with some two 
or three vears back in Scotland ... where women worked in what we term bichromn
tised soda, and we have had them photographed, and there was going to be a libel 
action by a certain company, and I do not know what they were not going to do with 
us. Of course we did not run away; we had sufficient evidence. Their arms were 
absolutely eaten into with big festeting sores. We have the photographs to-day. 
That, to n. certain extent, goes on yet . .. , While that is very detrimental to men it 
must be doubly so to women, and it is not a process for women to work in at nit. 
Their arms are immersed in this solution. They wear gloves nnd nrmlets. Once 
people contract this disease it never leaves them. At certnin times of the yenr it 
will break out afresh. I know men who had it 30 years hack and they have it to-clnv . 
. , . , It generally starts in th.! wrist and spreads up, nod it is dendly. In anothf.r 
firm, Burgess, Ledward and Co., \Valkden, where women have been put to work of 
turning stuff over in the cistern<;, out of at le::ast 150 women who have been started, 
not more than a dozen have been there throughout in that dyeint! house department." 
fibid, 15.11.18.) There is he-re no reason given why the men should be subjected to 
such conditions any more than women. The employment of women as shunters on 
the railway was similarly objected to. "The rate Q[ mortnlity amon:;:"st men shunters 
is 1 in 19 killed and injured, and the risk is altogethN too great, and we felt that 
it was on every g~ound work which could not legitimately be expectecl from women. 
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tioners, usually men, haw sometimes put forward a similar plea. 
But unless it can be shown that the danger is inherently and 
universallly greater for women than for men, there seems no 
reason why any sex restriction should be imposed. \Vhat the 
community has to do for dangerous occupations is to take care 
that all possible means are employed to reduce the danger to a 
minimum, and to provide full compensation for the victims-
lem·ing then the occupation open so far as the law is concerned to 
such individuals of either sex as chose to engage in it. 

There may conceivably be processes which are specially in
jurious to persons of the female sex, warranting some special pro
visions with regard to them. The chief case is that of working in 
lead, where it is said that women are specially susceptible to lead 
poisoning. I do not feel sure that what has been proved is a 
special susceptibility of the female sex, or a special susceptibility 
of particular individuals. The experience during the war with 
T.N.T. and other poisonous substances leads me to the inference 
-and this is the suggestion of women doctors who have served 
as medical officers of factories-that what is called for is not the 
exclusions from work of all persons of one sex, or even the sub
jecting of them to special restrictions, but the minute, careful and 
persistent observation, by the medical officer of the factory, of the 
health and diathesis of the individual workers irrespective of sex, 
and the application of ~uch special precautions, such restrictions 
and even such exclusions as may be called for by the proved sus
ceptibility of the several individuals affected, whether they are 
men or women. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF ADJUSTING :\[ONEY \VAGES TO ~[EET INCREASES 

IN CosT OF LIVING MUST BE AccEPTED. 

The need for deliberate and svstematic revision of rates of 
wages, so as to secure their rise proportionately with any sub. 
stantial increase in the cost of living, has been proved, not only 
by the experience of war time, but also by that of the previous 
years between 1896 and 1913. \\'hen prices rise, money wages 
lag behind, and move upwards both 010re tardily and to a smaller 
degree. The case is aggravated by the fact that the failure of 
wages to follow prices is most marked, botih in respect of date and 
in that of amount, among the least organised and the worst paid 
sections of the wage-earners, and notably among women. The 
result of there being no systematic and deliberate revision of 
money rates of wages in correspondence with a rise in the_ cost of 
living is, ~s was seen in the fifteen years preceding the war, on the 

.... The same principle wns npplied by one companv attempting to employ them 
as sig)la) women taking their place in a signal box."· (lbid, 16.12.18.) \Vhatever 
ground there may be for ,preferring men to women in railway work, the danger of 
the occupation appears to furnish a reason less for the exclusion of women than for 
the tnking of proper precautions to safeguard the workers, whatever their sex. 
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one hand the spread of labour unrest, and an outburst of strikes 
among the stronger sections, and, on the other, the reductiOn of 
the standard of life amono- the weaker sections, notably among the 
women, with a spread of fhe morass of " sweating." It is pl~inly 
essential in the public interest that tlwre should be some provtston 
for promptly, adequately and authoritatively raising all wages, 
whether of men or of w0men, in wrrespondPnce w11h any substan
tial increase in the cost of living. 

Assuming that occupational~ ratt·s and the national mtntmum 
are uni,·ersailv placed at an adequate lew!, there would h(• great 
adYantages in the ascertainmt•nt and periodical declaration of an 
official index number expressing the current retail prices of all the 
principal commodities and sen·ices entering into tlw normal stan
dard of life of all grades of persons co-operating in production. 
Such an index number should he strictlv confim•d to the prices of 
commodities and services of identical quantity and quality; and 
should not rhe affected hy the greater or less savings of particular 
families, which may lead to tlwir actual expenditures rising or 
falling. Once the national minimum and all occupational rates 
haYe lwen placed at an adequate level, I see no objection to money 
rates of wages being uni,·ersally lowered, as well as uniYersally 
raised, in exact correspondence, quarter by quarter, with any sub
stantial change in the index numb~r. .~\t the same time it must 
not he assumed that no other changes in wages and salaries, apart 
from alterations in the cost of liYing, will need to be made. \Vages 
and salaries must he regarded, not as part of ~he cost of produc
tion, but as shares in the net product of the nation's industry; and, 
hr from being stereotyped at the level of the cost of liYing, they 
should be regarded as rightly destined to he increased, within no 
other hounds than that set by the net product itself, with even· 
adYance in the nation's prosperity. · 

Unfortunately, we cannot assume that either occupational rates, 
or any national minimum likelv to he assured to the manual 
workers or minor professionals \vithin the nf'ar future, will be at 
an adequate level; and it will, therefore, he to the national advan
tage that any decline in the cost of living during the next few 
years should not be accompanied bv anv decrease in money rates 
of wages, more especially in all the lm\·er paid grades, to· whkh 
the majority of women workers belong. The mnintenance, as a 
basic minimum, of the existing monev rates should, at am· rate, 
in all r,-radcs below £3 per week-be insisted on. · 

THE PRINCIPLE OF DETERMINING \VAGES BY FAMILY OBLIGATIONS 
~II,ST BE REJECTED. 

It has been shown that this principle of determining wages bv 
family obligations has not been ndopted in industrial enterprise. 
In some occupaiions the rates of wages for men have been, for 
long periods, demonstrably insufficient for the fll'll maintenance of 
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a wife and even the smallest number of children at the lowest 
possible level of subsistence. In more fortunate trades, where the 
~tandard rate may be sutlicient to keep a family, the unmarried 
man does not receh·e something less than the standard time wages 
because he has fewer responsibilities than the married men; nor 

.does the childless man get less than the father of a large family. 
In so far as the matter is left to unfettered indi,·idual competition, 
or to collective bargaining, the employers in any industry, taken 
as a whole, pay to the several grades of men whom they employ 
only \\·hat they are compelled to pay by the relative "supply and 
demand" of labour of the kind required at the particular time and 
place, or according to the standard rates for whole classes of labour 
that the Trnde llnions have been able to enforce.* The idea of 
\"arying the piece-work rate of different men in the same workshop 
according to their st•veral family responsibilities never enters the 
head of any employer. " If I go to work as a carpenter in Lon. 
don," remarked one of our Trade lJ nion witnesses, " it does not 
m:Jtter whether I have ten children or none; I !<et the same rate; 
they do not ask me how many children I have g~ot. They engag-e 
me as a carpenter, and if I were an engineer, they would engage 
me as an engineer; they do not put my wages down according !o 
the family I have got." \Vhen an advance of wages is sought by 
;he men, and the argument is used that the advance is called for 
by a rise in the cost of living, it never occurs to the employers to 

. reply that this rise may justify an advance to the fathers of fa mi. 
lies, but that the bachelors and childless men, having, it is 
assumed, lower living expenses, have a much weaker case, and 
shottld, therefore, be excluded from the ndvanc!l. No Trade 
Union would, for a moment, listen to anv such contention; and 
rightly, because it ~uts at the root of the principle of the standard 
rate of remuneration for effort. The employer has no knowledge 
of what may be the several responsibilities of his employees, 
whether men or women; and in the matter of wages he h,;s no 
concern with them. He is not n~rmally entitled to get his work 
done at a lower rate by one operative, because that operative hap
pens to have fewer responsibilities, than by another, who happens 
t~ ha,·e more; and the employer would certainly refuse to pay a 
higher rate for the work done, merely because the operative whom 
he had engaged for the task happened to have an exceptionallY 
large family. Anv such differentiation would be, moreover, in 
Aat contradiction of the principle of collective bargainino- and the 
O<'cupational rate; nor would it correspond with the resJits of the 
higgling of ~he market, any more than with variations amon'"' 
i'lldl·viduals in industrial efficiency or advantageousness to th~ 
employer.• 

---
*It is commonly nssnmerl b\' the economists that the e:nninas of labour must on 

nn average, suffice to maintain not only the workers themselves~ but also the mm~ber 
of children required to keep up the supply of lnhour. This, however, applies only 
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But though the principle of determining wages by family ob
ligations has not been carried out in fixinfi: the wages of men, the 
argument in faYour of a lower national mm1mum and lower occu
pational rates for women than for men has been la.rgely J;>ase.d on 
the assumption that women as a class have no fanuly '?bhgatwns. 
As a matter of fact, the proportion of males over 18 tn tndustry 
who have a child or children is estimated, taking the ktngdom as 
a whole at not more than 50 per cent.; whilst the proportion of 
adult w~men who have one or more children (and sometimes also 
a sick husband) to maintain probably reaches half as much. The 
existence of family obligation fails, thus, to support the plea for a 
male rate and a female rate. 

The leading case of fixing a rate lower for females than for 
males is, of course, the teachers' scale of salaries giving different 
rates to men and women respectivelv, avowedly on the ground 
that men have family obligations. 1-low hypocritical is this plea 
is seen from the fact that, whilst no married teacher is e\·er given 
any addition to his salary because he has more than an average 
family to maintain, the teacher who remains childless recei,·es con
tinuously no less than his colleague who enriches the State with 
children; and the woman, who is sometimes a widow supporting 
her children, and still more often a spinster for whom the prospects 
of marriage are statistically small, are alike paid at rates markedly 
below those given to the male teacher who obstinately remains a 
hachelor. I see, therefore, no ground for differentiating wages 
according to family obligations; and certainly no justice in making 
this the basis of any differentiation between men and women a~ 
such, irrespective of their "family obligations. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF THE V£STED INTEREST OF THE i\!ALE ~n:sT BE 

REJECTED. 

It will not be seriously arg.ued to-day that we can maintain 
what we haYe called the vested interest of the male, in so far as it 
demands the exclusion, from any occupation whatever, of persons 
who •prove themselves to be competent at the work. It is not only 
that the exclusion of women, as women, from any occupation into 
which they seek an entry is a restriction on· the liberty of more than 
half the population. Any such narrowing of the field of selection, 
and any such limitation of choice of occupation, necessarily de
tracts, to an unknown degree, from that utilisation to the fullest 
extent of every available talent upon which maximum productivity 
depends. There is no ground whatever for any deliberately im
posed exclusion or inclusion with regard to any occupation wihat-

to the wage·earning co':flmunitv :ts n whole,,and ''in the long !un.'' It is ne\'t"f 
asserted by the economists as bemg ncccssanly true of any parllcular trade, which 
may be, and in fact nowadays always is, recruited partly from the children nf 
parents employed in other trades, or in ()I her localities. 1t cannot therefore be taken 
for granted even 11 in the long run," that the wages in any trade must be sufficient 
to pay for the maintenance of the number of children required for its recruitment. 
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<"·er of a whole class, whether marked out by sex, height, weight, 
colour, race or creed. ,\ny such artificial eligibility or ineligibility 
b1· class necessarih· im·oh·es unfairness to individuals. There 
c~n plainly be no ,i·arrant for any other ground of selection or ex
clusion, whether in manual working occupations or in the brain
working professions, in capital enterprise or in the public service, 
than the aptitude and fitness of each indh·idtwl. 

TilE PRIXCIPLE, 1\TIERE\"ER PRACTICABLE, OF A DEFINITE QL\LIFI

CATION FOR AX 0CCUI'ATION MUST BE ,\CCEPTED. 

\\"e ,haw seen that the principle of requiring a qualifi.cation or 
certificate of competency for a candidate for employment has been 
increasingly adopted for brain-working professions, and it is to be 
noted that there is a similar desire to insist on qualilications on the 
part of the skilled Trade l. nions. I regard this principle of quali
llcation for employment as a Yaluable one, and one which should be 
extended, where1·er possible, both to the workers by hand and 
brain. I look forward to the time when all occupations will have 
become " professions," in the sense that they will require a definite 
technique. 

\\'e haYe already noticed the advantage of the ins.istence on 
some specific qualification in hindering famuritism or jobbery in 
filling vacancies, in promoting the selection for each post of the 
tittest candidate, and in ruling out the competition of persons of 
less competence who set•k to commend themseh·es by offering to 
serve at less than tlw current occupational rate. There is no reason 
why the principle slwuld not be extended to all brain-working 
occupations, notably to those connected with the organisation and 
management of agriculture, manufacture and commerce. The 
conspicuous lack of technical efficiency that we see prevailing 
among many farmers and not a few of those responsible for othe.r 
industries necessarily leads to the enquiry why anyone should be 
permitted to direct or manage the nation's land, or its coal mines, 
or its industry, without having proved his technical competence, 
any more !than he is permitted to engage in medicine or lm1·, or 
in mining engineering or the navigation of a merchant ship. I 
see no reason why an analog-ous requirement should not be ex
tended to aH manual occupations, ndrnission to which, and eligi
bility for the occupntion1l rate, should be as much dependent on 
e1·idence of a prescribed minimum of technical proficiency as in 
other vocations. I regard this principle of qualification as of great 
n'ational importance, not only by its exclusion of 'absolute in
~fficiency, but still more for its inAuence in concentratino- com
petition on personal efficiency, and above all, for its effect ln rais
ing the self-respect of each section or grade. It would gi1·e an 
incomparable stimulus to the youth or maid~n to take ad1•antage 
of every opportunity for technical training and general education. 
No section would he more benefited than the women. The fact of 
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a specific qualification being re'}uired of the adult woman, as a 
condition of admission to every ehg1ble employment, would remo,·e 
the lingering reluctanc~ of parents to give as much care to the 
education and training of daughters as of sons; and would go f:~r 
to dispel the unfortunate tendency of the g1rls to regard the1r 
industrial employment as merely a temporary .phase, to .be 
promptly given up on marriage, and therefore to be contented w1th 
the wage of an unskilled worker. It need hardly be said that a 
woman does not make a more efficient wife and mother by having 
l:een an inefficient factory hand; nor will she be the less efficient 
as a housekeeper and parent because she has had the advantage of 
some specific training. An incidental advantage of the exacting 
of qualifications will be the discarding of such obsolete forms of 
training as the seven years' apprenticeship, which are apt to linger 
only as methods of arbitrary exclusion in protection of the interests 
of p;•rticular sections. 

It may be feared that exacting of qualifications for admission 
to particular occupations will be used to create new vested interests 
and artificial monopolies. But, as a matter of fact, experience 
shows that the institution of a publicly required qualification, 
which must necessarily be made open to all-comf'rs, and the ac
quisition of which cannot practically be limited to any prescribed 
number or class of persons, is the best way of preventing the in. 
stitution and maintenance of sectional and often unavowed re
stncuons on entrance. A series of examinations, based in the 
main on practical tests of efficiency, physical, no less than mental, 
conducted under public authority by representative joint commit
tees of the persons actually engaged in the occupation, together 
\\'ith education experts, open to all-comers irrespective of sex, 
creed, class or previous training, would afford to the community 
alike the lwst guarantee of efficiency and the best safeguard against 
the dominance of existing vested intPrests; and to the rising 
generation the most valuable stimulus to self-improY!'ment, in 
which women would specially benefit. 

THE FOR)!ULA OF "EQl'AL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK" MUST BE. 

REJECTED, Bl'T ONLY BECAUSE OF ITS AMBIGUITY. 

\Ve have seen that this formula has no precise meaning and is 
diversely interpreted by the persons concerned as (I) (•qual pay 
for equal efforts and sacrifices; (2) equal pay for equal product; 
(3) equal pay for equal value to the employer. Hence any adop
tion of the formula would lead to endless misunderstandings be
tween employers and employed, and increased industrial friction. 
The first interpretation of it--equal pay for equal efforts and sacri
fices, measured by some convention of time or task--amounts, as 
we have seen, merely to what has been called the 1\ational Mini
mum, and the Occupntional or Standard Rate upon a time-work 
hasis. The second interpretation-that of " Equal Pay for Equal 
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Product "-can only be put effectively into operation by the adop
tion of piecework or some equivalent method of payment per item 
of output. \Vhen such piecework rates are (as is the case in the 
great industries of mule-spinning and cotton-weaving) embodied 
in standard lists of prices, determined by collective bargaining, 
interpreted jointly by the expert officials of the organisations of 
employers and employed, and safeguarded by a stringent prohibi
tion of all time-work or alternative methods of remuneration that 
might let in individual bargaining, they become merely occupa
tional rates such as we have proposed, yielding to the common 
run of the workers employed at least a predetermined weekly in
come corresponding with the accepted standard of life.* ~Juch 
the same may be said of the arrangements in those industries in 
which the piecework prices, or other forms of payment per item 
of output, are determined, case by case, by collective bargaining, 
not left to individual bargaining, and safeguarded by a guaranteed 
common minimum weekly wage secured to each operative retained 
in employment, whatewr his or her output. Here, again, we get 
somt'thing which amounts only to the occupational rate. But in 
any industry in which the piecework prices, or the rates in other 
svstems of pavment bv results are not thus determined and safe
guarded-thereby becoming virtually what we have called occu
pational or standard rates, " Equal Pay for Equal Product" 
plain!~· amounts to no more than a system of individual bargaining 
in the higgling of the market; and inevitably results in the 
emergence of a " :Man's Rate " and a " Woman's Rate" not cor
responding with or proportionate to any differences in output. As 
has been already described, the employer finds no difficulty in 
evading the payment to the women of the same piecework prices 
as to the men, eitht'r by keeping the women on time-work or by 
" degrading the joh," so as to prevent the women from claiming 
rates identical with those of the men; or else by taking advantage 
of the largt• mass of unorganised women to lower the· rates by in
dividual bargaining with the female portion of his staff. The 
changes or differences arc often trivial. " If the slightest change 
is made in the method of production," stated the representative of 
the General \VorkPrs' Union, " you have no means of comparing 
them; if somebody comes and oils a bearing you cannot compare 
like with like because there is assistance given. I had that clone 
for me by a labourer many times, and the sensible thing to do. 
The employer or the manager or the foreman or the workman 

*So much is this the case that it is, in the cotton industry, a recognised practice, 
accepted by the employers' orgnnisation, for an employer whose machinery is old
fashioned or badly run, or who supplies defective mater,al, so that the operatives can
not, at the prescribed List of Prices, make the standard weekh• income, to find him
self required, by the joint decision of the expert officials of the Trade Pnion and 
the Employers' Association, to pay for the lessened output actually at n prescribed 
percentage nbo,•e the List of Prices, in order that the operatives mav not be the 
losers by the relative inefficiency of his business. · 
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,ometimes insists that something shall be done, and it is so dif
ficult to proYe like with like. One case we lost recently was the 
case of a man who had oiled two bearings and had put grease on 
another bearing which supported a shaft ...• \\'e were told tl~~t 
we were not doing equal work because somebodr had o1led that. • 

The third interpretation-Equal Pay for Equal Value to the 
Employer-whether secured by lower ti_m~ or piecework rates to 
any m!'lmbers 0([ a staff engaged on stmllar work (usually the 
women), who are alleged not to be as profitable to the _employer 
as some other members of that staff, or bv making deducllons from 
such rates in respect of the alleged individual shortcomings of 
such inferior portion (again usually the women), has been already 
sufficiently dealt with and shown to be inconsist(•nt with the 
effecti,·e maintenance of anv rates at all. 

A similar criticism appiies to the ideal which the Paris Con
ference is formulating for the guidance of the International Labour 
Conference of the League of Nations. To say that "equal pay 
shall be gi,·en to wonwn and to men for work of equal value in 
quantity and quality" is, unfortunately, to evade all the difficulties 
and encourage all the eYasions. Is the "equal value "-say of the 
piece of cloth produced-to be computed according to its Yalue' 
to the ultimate consumer, or to the profit-making <•mployer, who 
has to consider differential overhead charges, or to the communitY, 
which needs to consider the relative efforts and sacrifices imposed 
on the producers? I cannot but think that the phrases that my 
colleagues use. in the ~lajority Report of this Committee are 
equally ambiguous. In thetr opening definition they declare 
"that women doing similar or the same work as men should re
ceive equal pay for equal work in the sense that pay should be in 
proportion to efficient output." But does this refer to identical 
work only, or to work that is not identical; and is the efllciencY to 
be tested by the quantity or quality of the product, or by tlw iime 
taken, or by the amount of space and plant required? \\'hen I 
look for light in their fourteen elaborate resolutions, I find onh· 
confusion. They declare, for instance, "that in everv case iil. 
"·hich the emplo.yer maintains that a woman's work produces Jess 
than a man's, the burden of proof should rest on the emplover, 
\\'ho should also have to produce evidence of the lower value of 
the woman's work, to which the fixed sum to be deducted from the 
man's rate for the particular job throughout the whole of the in
dustry should strictly correspond." How can a deduction to be 
made throughout the whole of the industn· correspond, strictlv 
or otherwise, with evidence of the lower vafue of the work of on'e 
partic~la_r woman? I defy any Trade Union or any Employers' 
AssociatiOn to work out a list of piece-work prices or time-rates 
according to this rule. 

~-,------·- ~- -- - - ~·-
• The Shorthand Notes of E\·idence given before the War Cabinet Committee~n 

15th October, 1918, p. 45. 
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THE DEVICE OF PROFIT-SHARING MUST BE REJECTED. 

We have now three-quarters of a century of experience of profit
sharing schemes initiated by individual employers in all sorts 
and kinds of industries, with little encouragement to those who 
have believed in this principle. The schemes have seldom been 
long-lived; some of the more ambitious of them have been 
peremptorily rejected after a short trial by the operatives; more of 
them have been continued against the will of the Trade Unions 
concerned, whilst others have been introduced amongst un
organised workers. The objection of the operatives has been 
manifold. The employers' schemes have very generally been 
regarded as lacking in candour and honesty, as they always involve 
the securing of a prescribed interest on a nominal capital, in the 
verification of which the wage-earners have no share; and also the 
liberty, before sharing profits, to pay salaries of managers, fees 
of directors, charges for development of the enterprise, allowances 
for depreciation and allocations to reserve funds over which the 
wage-earners can exercise no control. Moreover, the profits in 
which the manual worker is invited to share, in order to stimulate 
him to greater exertion, are, for the most part, not dependent . 
either on his exertion or his fidelity. In practically all business. 
enterprises to-day the profits depend, to an enormous extent, on 
success in buying the raw material, on skill in disposing of the 
product, on the advantageous location and planning of the factory, 
on its up-to-date equipment, and on the efficiency with which it i~ 
managed-all these being factors in which the wage-earners are
permitted no interference or control. To make the manuaf 
workers' share of profit dependent on all the variations of manage
ment is to urge them to greater effort without any assurance that 
it will meet with any reward. But the wage-earners' objections to 
prdfit-sharing are more fundamental. Profit-sharing, in practice 
as well as in theory, is inimical to the conception of occupational 
rates. For the operatives in particular firms to be remunerated 
partly by a varying share of profits, even if these are always addi
tional to the standard rate prevailing throughout the whole trade, 
necessarily tends to lessen their interest in maintainincr and ad
vancing that standard rate; and tends therefore to weaken tlhe in
fluence of the trade as a whole in the collective bargaining for 
which a universal adhesion to the standard rate and other common 
rules is deeme_d indispensable: '.f'? meet this last objection, that 
the profit-shanng schemes of mdtvtdual establishments are hostile 
to the maintenance of a standard mte and to control by \!he Trade 
Unions, the _employers have,. as we have m~ntioned, lately put for
ward the pnnctple of collecttve profit-shanng. But there are the 
same sort of objections to· these collective schemes as to the in
?ividual schemes of. p_rofit-sharing. The Trade Union, even if it 
ts represented on a JOint board, can have no voice in the manage
ment of the several concerns in the buying of raw material or the 
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selling~ of the product. i\loreO\·e~, the profits to be shared are only 
to be what remains after a prescnbed rate of mterest has been patd 
on a nominal capitalisation, all the employers retaining their rights 
ro decide what shall constitute the capital of each concern, and 
what part of the income shall be set aside for depreciation. 

But the wage-earners object to the whole idea. They do not 
wish to participate, with their li~·elihood, in th~ u~s and downs _of 
commercial profit. It is one thmg for the capttahs_t, wl!ose datly 
house-keeping is not thereby affected, to engage, wllh hts capttal, 
in the gambling of business enterprise. It is quite another thing 
for the manual worker, the maintenance of whose wife and childrPn 
is at stake, to make his scanty income rise and fall according to the 
chances of trade. Finally, the wage-earners, as a class, have a 
growing objection to the very making of profit, as an undesirable 
moti,·e for the conduct of industry. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF LIMITING \VAGES BY REFERENCE TO FoREt(;:-; 
CO~ll'ETITION MUST BE REJECTED. 

There is no reason why the mere fact that the employer finds a 
difficulty in placing his wares in an open market at the same prices 
as those of his competitors should lead to the inference that the 
rates of wages of the manual workers should be reduced. There 
is the alternative of reducing the salaries of the management and 
clerical staff, or the profits of the shareholders. Moreover, there 
are the other alternatives of lowering the cost of production by the 
introduction of. more efficient machinery, the reduction of the es
tc.blishment charges or the expense of the selling agency, the better 
organisation of the business or its conduct on a larger scale, or, 
finallv, the application of greater managerial ability. There seems 
no justice in expecting the manual workers, who are allowed no 
opportunity of deciding how the industry should be run, to pay 
in lower wages for the relative inefficiency of the employers and 
managers. If any particular concern cannot keep its head above 
water, in competition with others, it is better that it should go out 
of bpsiness and let its share pass to other concerns more favourably 
situated, better equipped or managed with superior ability. The 
same aggregate volume of employment will be provided ·whether 
all the business is concentrated in the most efficient establishments 
or dispersed among all those that have entered the trade with very 
varying degrees of commercial efficiency. To seek to bolster up 
the weakest concerns by enabling them to get " cheap labour " 
is really to militate against maximum productivity. 

But it is of course objected, often incorrectly, 't.hat the competi
tion apprehended is not between one British concern and another, 
but between all the ~ritish ~once~ns in a particular industry and 
those of other countnes, leadmg etther to a cessation of a particular 
export trade, or even to the introduction of foreign wares into the 
home market. Here, again, it may be observed that there seems 
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no reason why it should be the manual workers who should be 
made to pay for British inferiority of machinery or equipment, 
British extravagance in establishment expenses, British inability 
to organise industry on the most economical scale; or British desire 
for large profits. It has repeatedly been pointed out that it is not 
the rate of wages that determines the cost of production, but the 
labour cost of the product; and that this is dependent far more on 
the manner in which the industry is organised than upon the rate 
of wages. As a matter of fact the most serious competitors of 
British manufacturing industries arc not the countries in which the 
level of wages is low, but those in which it is relatively high, often 
higher than in this country. It was the relatively well-paid labour 
of Germany-it is to-day the exceptionally high-paid labour of the 
United States--that produce the commodities which competed with 
our manufacturers for the home market, or by which the growth 
of our export trade in neutral markets is most imperilled. 

The manufacturer harassed by competition is, we venture to 
think, seldom able to take an accurate view of the p<;>sition. He is 
keenly aware that he is being undersold, but he is not implicitly 
to be believed when he declares that it is foreign competition which 
is at fault, or the competition of this or that country, or the low 
rate of wages which is being paid in that country. 1\Iore often 
than not it is to another manufacturer of his own country that his 
trade is passing, and statistics prove that whilst his own sales are 
dwindling, those of British manufacturers in the aggregate are in
creasing. Even when the whole British export of a particular 
commodity to one foreign country is falling off, it will be found 
that the aggregate British exports of that very commodity to all 
countries are growing year after year. The plea of the employer 
that without cheap labour he will lose his export trade is--as the 
trade statistics of the past generation abundantly demonstrate-in 
most cases only a confession that he is being outstripped in 
efficiency, not by foreign, but actually by British competitors in 
his own industry. 

There are, however, cases in which articles produced in this 
country at a lower cost than in other countries gradually lose that 
advantage, owing-as it may confidently be said in every instance 
-not to any reduction of the rate of wages in those countries, but 
to some improvement in the processes, the organisation or the 
skill of their manufacturers. It is then often suggested, in order 
to maintain the advantage which the British manufacturers are 
losing-not that a corresponding improvement should be rnade 
in the processes, the organisation or the skill of the British manu
facturers, which would lead to a genuine lowering of the cost of 
production, but that the manual workers should submit to a 
reduction of their wages rather than lose the export trade. Here. 
again, there is neither justice nor reason in the plea. There is no 
ground for asking the manual workers in a particular industry to 
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accept a lower rate of wages than is customary in other ii~dustries 
in the same country, merely because the employers m that mdustry 
cannot compete with those of foreign countries. If a particular 
industry cannot be carried <?n in this country at the rates o! wages 
customary in this country, !n _such a way as to compete ~nth pro
duction in other countries, 1t IS better for this country, mcludmg 
the manual workers, that such an industry should be abandoned to 
the other countries. Any industry that can be maintained in this 
country only at the cost of "sweating" is an industry that we are 
better without. 

What restrains people from whole-hearted acceptance of this 
view-=--which few persons venture to deny-is a fear lest what may 
be true of this or that industry may be true of industry in general. 
It may be, such persons feel, not one branch of one export tr~de 
that this country may lose by its relatively high cost of product.Jon 
(which is assumed, quite incorrectly, to be nearly the same as h1gh 
rates of wages), but all its export trade. It may be not this or that 
commodity of foreign manufacturers in our home market, but all 
foreign commodities. 

Such fears, the economists tell us with rare unanimity, are 
groundless. There is no possibility of this country both con
tinuing to import foreign products, whether foodstuffs or exotic 
luxuries, raw materials or manufactures--and for this purpose it 
matters not how our imports are made up--without our exporters 
finding it profitable to export other commodities of our own pro
duction to the full equivalent of our imports. There is, indeed, 
in the long run, no way of paying for imports except by exports 
(including such services as may be rendered by shipping, or in 
banking or insurance). What is at stake is, to put it briefly, not 
our export trade, but the particular commodities of which it will 
be composed. \Vhat determines the selection of commodities to 
be exported is not the actual relation of the cost of production of 
each of them to uhe cost of production of the same article abroad, 
but the comparative cost of these articles among themselves. If in 
one commodity we have an advantage over other countries of 10 
per cent., in another of 5 per cent., and in another of 2 per cent., 
our export trade will be made up to a prepondering extent of the 
first commodity, to the neglect of the second, and stil-l more of the 
third. To put an extreme case in the other direction, it is con
ceivable that a nation may go on exporting-each trnnsaction vield
ing a profit to the exporting firm-even if it stands at a disadvan
tage with regard to cost of production in all its output of com
modities, pr~vid~d. only th~t the disadYantage is unequal. If in 
one commodity It IS at a disadvantage of 2 per cent., in another 
of 5 per cent., and in another of 10 per cent., the whole export 
trade will tend to be concentrated on the first commoditv, in which 
the disadvantage is leas:, to the neglect of the others.· The rates 
of exchange and the level of prices wi].] shift to the extent necessary 
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to enable the exporting firm to sell this commodity abroad at a 
profit, notwithstanding its production at 2 per cent. higher cost 
than in the country to which it is sent. 

Thus, the fear that, because this or that manufacturer of this or 
that commodity finds himself unable to compete with foreign pro
ducers, Britain must be losing its export trade, is founded upon 
inadequate knowledge of the facts. Certainly tf1e manual workers 
generally need be under no apprehension that a rise in the stan
dard of life in this country, expressed as it may be in a higher 
level of wages throughout British industry, wiH result in a falling 
off of our forei~n trade. And this has long been tfie judgment of 
the economists. "General low wages," said John Stuart Mill, 
" never caused any country to under-sell its rivals; nor did general 
high wages ever.hinder it from doing so."* 

It follows that to attempt to bolster up an imperilled export 
trade in a particular commodity by seeking to lower the rate of 
wages paid for its production, or by striving to prevent such a 
rise in wages as will place these manual workers on a level with 
their fellows in other industries, is not justified by any argument 
as to the maintenance of British trade as a whole. To give to any 
particular industry the doubtful boon of "cheap labour" may 
enable more and more of the commodity which it produces to be 
sold at low prices, whether at home or abroad; but these sales are 
onlv to the detriment of other commodities, produced under better 
wage conditions, of which the output will then be progressively 
restricted .f 

I RECOMMEND THE ADOPTION OF A NEW PRINCIPLE, NAMELY THAT 

OF A CLOSER CoRRESPONDENCE OF OccuPATIONAL RATES 
TO RELATIVE EFFORTS AND NEEDS. 

I do not think tlhat the adoption of the principles that I have 
so far suggested, namely, those of the national minimum, occu
pational rates, the adjustment of money wages to the cost of 
living, and the requirement of qualifications wherever practicable, 

* Prindplet of Political Ecrmomy~ Dook III., Ch. XXV., Sec. 4 (p. 414 of 1865 
edition). 

t \Ve had cited to us an instance in which this diversion of manufacturers from 
a well-paid to a badly-paid industry oould be definit~:"ly traced, "To take the case 
in the Cotton Industry of the Ring spinners and l\.Iule spinners. The Ring spinninlT 
as you know is a woman's trad~. I am told by the secretary of the Card and Blow~ 
ing Room operatives that it wns simply an nccident it was a woman's trade ancl not 
men's, and because it is a. woman's trade it is paid just about half the rate of Mule 
spinning. The consequence is thnt nll the energy of development and expansion of 
the trade is thrown on the Rin~; spinning side of the industry and capital tends to 
follow cheap labour and capital tends to go into Ring spinning ns against Mule 
spinning. The number of Rinf;! spinners have increased within the last generation 
at a greater pace than the number of Mule spinners. Indirectly, J think it tends 
to drag down the men's trade, and I think it is the competition of Ring spinnmg 
which interferes with Mule spinners to some extent-anyhow shorteninf,! their hours 
nnd reducing the speeding up." (Evidence of Mrs. Drake, Women's Industrial 
Council, 18.10.18.) 
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will suffice either to pre,·ent unrest or to secure .stability. In the 
last section of Chapter I. I referred to the chaos tn whtch the rela· 
tive earnings of individuals and classes had been left by the war· 
This chaos was not the creation of the war, or of the Gm·ernmem 
pledges, however much it may have been increased thereby· 
Already prior to the war various section~ of the manual. workers 
had notoriously secured rates of wages whtch, though not m them
selves necessarily excessive, were out of proportion to those ob
tained by other sections, ewn when allowance was made for dtf
ferences in efforts and needs. The divergence between cus
tomary female rates was only one examp:~ of the chaos, and was 
itself paralleled by the divergence between the majority of occupa
tions classed as skilled and those classed as unskilled, irrespecuve 
of sex. Even in exclusi,·dy male occupations which were de
finitely " skilled," we had such extremes as the stecl-smelt;rs 
earning ten times as much as the agricultural labourers. 1 he 
embittered demarcation disputes between men of different occupa· 
tions, and the obstinate maintenance of the vested interests of par
ticular classes of operatives-including what has been called the 
vested interest of the male--are very largely to be ascribed to the 
existence of these discrepancies between earnings, irrespt•ctive ~f 
any corresponding differences in efforts and needs. Hence, tt 
seems that the problem is not to be solved merely by an adjust
ment of the relative rates of wages of men and women respecti,·ely. 
}len and women in industry arc, in fact, ceasing to be distinct 
classes, even if they ever were, and are more and more becoming 
merged in the arm.ies of the skilled and the semi-skilled, eaoh of 
them divided into numerous sectional grades. The great majority 
of the organised wom<·n workers ar~ members, not of women's 
Trade Unions but of Trade Unions common to both sexes, either 
"skilled" or not. It is already plain that the intPrnecine strug
gles of the Trade Union world will take the form, not so much of 
conflicts bctwr.en men and women workers, as of the rivalry b<:
tween the sectiOns classed as skilled and those classt·d as " semt· 
skilled:" largely i.r~espcctive of sex. It appears to be indispensa
ble, ahke to .stabthty and to the prevention of unrest, that the 
chaos of earnmgs should be reduced to some sort of order. There 
is n~w. a widespread recognition of the par:~mount importanc~ of 
provtdmg for needs. The physiological needs of adults mav dtffer 
according to the character o( the work-the st<'el-smelter, ·for in· 
stance, may require more food than the ag-ricultural labourer-hut 
no worker needs ten times ns much food as another. The housing 
requirements of various sections of workNs may differ; hut the 
ess<'ntials of a home, including a suitable env.ironment for the 
next generation, are common to all families. Dt•mocracy implies 
a common standard of education and manners. I conclude, there. 
fore, that the basis of any general adjustment of occupational 
ratPS must assume tlw form of a closer ,correspondence of the 
S<'\"t•ral ral!·s to the efforts and ne<'ds of the various sections. 
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It is, I think, clear that any such general adjustment of occupa
tional rates, so as to bring them more in proportion to efforts and 
needs, could not be confined to the manual workers. There are 
large classes of brain-workers, among whom may be cited teachers, 
clerks, scientific workers of all kinds, ministers of religion, and 
minor officials in the Publjc Departments or under Local Authori
ties, whose salaries and other earnings equally need adjusting in 
order to permit of the maintenance of their standard of life. 
l\loreover, in view of the growing demand for a greater measure 
of equality in the earnings of the different sections of the com
munity, with due regard to differences in efforts and needs, I sug
gest that it will prove impossible to enter on any such enquiry 
without including "·ithin its scope the incomes of the learned pro
fessions and those obtained hy tht> managers and directors of busi
ness enterprises. 

CHAPTER III. 

SOME CONSIDERATIONS ARISING OUT OF THE 
PRINCIPLES RECOl\DlENDED. 

\Ve have seen t-hat the chaos into which the rates of wages 
have been thrown during the war renders necessary a reconsidera
tion of the principles upon which the rates are determined, not 
merely as between those of women in relation to those o! men, 
but, substantially, as between all grades and sections of workers. 
\Ve have no ground for making sex a reason for differentiation 
in the conditions of employment any more than race or creed. 
\Vomen, like men, are for the purposes of industry, not a homo
-geneous class, and whilst the majority of one sex excel the majority 
of the other in particular qualities making for efficiency, this is 
true of both sexes-it cannot be said that m~n are in all respects 
superior to women, or women to men-and, what is more impor
tant, there are in each case individuals of one sex who are dis
tinctly superior in productivity to the majority of the other. Thus, 
there is no justice in, and no economic basis for, the conception of 
a man's .rate and a woman's rate. The community has learnt from 
dire experience that wages cannot, without disaster, be left to in
dividual bargaining in the higgling of the market; and we have 
seen that what has to be adopted is the principle of the national 
minimum as the fixpd hasis, with occupati011<1l rates enforced as 
a necessary condition of employment of all persons engaged for 
specific occupational grades. The national minimum and the 
various occurpational rates, so far as expressed in terms of cur
rency, ·should be automatically raised by percentages with each 
appreciable increase in the cost of living. There is no reason for 
respecting the vested interPst of the male in particular occupa
tions <Ill)" more tJwn other vested interests, and it has been sug-
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gested, as an alternative, tbat there should be an extension. of the 
practice of requiring, from every asp~rant to e~ploymen.t m par
ticular occupational grades, a prescnbed t.echmcal. qualtfic.atlon, 
which should, of course, be open to attamment trrespect1ve of 
sex, race or creed. I recommend, for the re-adjustment of earn
in!5S which the existing chaos makes necessary, the adoption of an 
additional principle of general appltcallon, namely, that of a 
closer correspondence of oocupational rates with relative efforts 
and needs. 

\Ve have now to examine the implications of the principl(•s 
recommended. We need to trace the effect of their adoption upon 
individual liberty in the choice of occupation. \Ve must fore
cast the result on the employment of women and men respectively, 
and on their liability to unemployment. No less important is 
their probable effect on the employment and the training of young 
persons of either sex, and of the relath·ely inefficient. \Ve need 
to consider how far the necessarily diverse family obligations of 
individuals can be met hy any system of remuneration for work, 
and what practicable alternative can be suggested. Finally, we 
have to deal with the principle of a closer correspondence of in
comes with effort and sacrifices, without the adoption of which 
we shall scarcely be able to reduce the present chaos to order. 

THE EFFECT ON LillER TV. 

We have to note, in the first place, the significant effect of the 
enforcement of uniform rates (as minima) in maximising indivi
dual liberty. Just as a strict observance of the rule of the road, 
whilst putting limits on the potential action of any one person, 
secures to all users of the road, taken together, a larger freedom 
than they could possibly enjoy without the rule, so the strict en
forcement of uniform minimum rates, without differentiation of 
sex, height, weight, colour, race or creed, afTords in the aggregate 
to all the individuals in the communitv the maximum of personal 
freedom in the choice of occupation: \Vhen the occupational 
r~te is accompanied, as I suggest that it should be wherever prac
ticable, by the general requirement, from all aspirants to employ
·n:'ent in each occupational grade, of suitable technical qualific~
tlons to ensure at least a prescribed minimum of efficiency, th1s 
enhancement of individual liberty is further increased. But this 
is on the assumption that every one <:aunts as one and only as 
one, with "equal rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
ness"; and on the further assumption that the sole measure of tlw 
right or claim to employment shall be individual capacity or fit
ness to perform the service required with a greater net efficiency 
than any other candidate. It is suggested that the interest of the 
community requi.res the acceptance of these assumptions. 

This brings us up against the demands of those who realise 
that this concentration of aJ,J the force of competition upon fitness 
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for the· task will prevent the use of other means of securing pre
ference for employment. The enforcement of uniform rates, 
operating as minima, will prevent, as we have seen, even where 
no specific qualification is required, the less efficient person for 
the particular task from ousting a more efficient person by offer
ing to do the work at a much lower rate, or subject to deductions 
more than compensating for his or her inferiority. In this way, 
it must be admitted, the liberty of the less efficient will be re
stricted, just as it is by a law w·hich prohibits ~he use of Ioree or 
fraud to turn another person out of his place. But the restriction 
will only be, for the sake of the greater freedom to all, to the ex
tent of preventing a usurpation of part of the domain of other 
persons-just as the rule of. the road only checks the volition of 
the reckless driver to the extent of preventing him from diminish
ing the freedom of volition of all the other drivers. The liberty 
to get a job by offering to " work under price " is ruled out, just 
as we all try to ru•le out favouritism in making appointments in 
the interest ·of securing for each vacancy the most efficient can
didate. How this purpose is promoted by the enforcement of 
uniform conditions and technical qualifications may be illustrated 
from the case of the Sanitary Inspectors. .When these officers 
could he selected without anv prescribed qualifications, men got 
appointments through all sorts of influences, on grounds of per
sonal relationship, political partizanship, denominational or 
masonic connections, personal need, or even the burden of a large 
family. \Vhen it was made necessary that all candidates should 
have an identical professional qualification-a prescribed certifi
cate of proficiency for the duties of the office-the candidates who 
relied on all the other claims follild themselves precluded from 
applying. It cannot be denied that, to the great advantage of the 
public service, their freedom to compete for these particular situa
tions was impaired. But thev were allowed the same liberty as 
other men to compete in professional efficiency for the Sanitary 
Inspectorships; or to compete as they chose for the other situa
tions which the newly-appointed Sanitary Inspectors had left 
vacant. \Vhat they were prevented from doing was impairing the 
liberty of the candidates who competed in respect of a particular 
professional qualification which it was deemed advisable to en
courage. The freedom which the enforcement of uniform mini
mum rates promotes and positively maximises is the freedom of 
each person, male or female, tall or short, to get to the occupation 
for which that person has the greatest capacity, aptitude or fitness, 
measured by net productivity at the particular task. This maxi
mising of freedom in the aggregate is still fur~her promoted by 
the insistence on specific qualifications which it is open to all to 
obtain. All the individual volition that it restrains is the attempt 
to interfere' with this freedom on the part of other persons bv 
using, to oust them from a given job, other influences or induce-
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ments than efficiencv. \Vomen have suffered too much inter
ference of this kind ·with their own freedom to get to the oceupa
tions for which theY are best fitted to wish to claim now the 
privilege of interferi-;,g with the like freedom of others. 

THE EFFECT o:-~ \VoMEN's E~H·LontE:-.:T. 
It has been suggested that the complete abandonment of the 

idea of a "woman's rate," and the resolute enforeement of 
uniform occupational rates, together with a uniform national 
minimum, will lead to the exclusion of all women from the better 
paid occupations, and even to their general exclusion from indus
trial employment. I find some difficulty in discovering the 
ground for this suggestion. In the one important industrial oc
cupation in this country in which large numbers of women have 
long been employed at the same occupational rate as men, namely, 
cotton weaving, the result has been--notwithstanding Factory 
Act requirements of exceptional particularity, and an occupational 
rate in excess of the earnings of many men in other industrie~ 
a steady and long-continued increase in the proportion of women 
employed in the trade, in which the women now form three-fourths 
of a powerful mixed Trade Union. In otlwr relatiYely well-paid 
occupations, such as waistcoat-making, and emhroidery, and in 
the profession of sick nursing, women making higher earnings 
than many grades of men in other vocations have main•ained 
almost a monopoly. The outcome of ~he adoption, during th!' 
past two or three decades, of an approximate uniformity of salary 
between men and women among the great body of primary school 
teachers in the United States has not been the ousting of women, 
but, on the contrary, a marked increase in the proportion of women 
so employed. In England and \Valt·s the approximation to 
uniformity in the salaries of men and women sanitary inspectors 
has been coincident with a steady increase in the proportion of 
women in this growing profession. The same may he said of the 
general medical practitioners. 

The difficulty of anv forecast as to the effect of enforcing 
uniformity of rate, as an occupational minimum, for each voca
tional grade, irrespective of sex, is our ignorance of the extent 
to which, in particular occupations, any real difference, all things 
considered, in efficiency or in tlPt productivity, is coincident with 
sex. If it is found, in any particular occupational grade, that the 
mass of women are distinrtly inferior in net p~oductivity, all in
cidental expenses being taken into account, to the common run 
of men whom the occupational rate attracts, the tendency will be, 
in such occupational grades, for the great part of the work to fall 
into the hands of men; hut not to the exclusion of suoh exceptional 
women as may prove themselves to be, at the-;e particular tasks, 
superior in net productivity to the average, or even to the least 
efficient man whom it is desired to employ. On the other hand, 
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if it is proved that in other occupational grades, the mass of men 
whom the occupational rate attracts are distinctly inferior in net 
productivity, all expenses being taken into account, to the com
mon run of women, there will be a like tendency for the bulk of 
the work to be done by women, but not to the exclusion of such 
among the men who may be attracted by the rate as prove them
selves to be equal, in net productivity, to the average woman. 
In so far as differences in etlkiency for particular tasks prove to be 
generally coin'cident with differences in sex, there would accord
ingly tend to be, with uniform rates, a general segregation by 
sex, most men gravitating to the occupational grades in which 
they were superior to women, and most women to those in which 
thev were superior to men, but with exceptions on both sides for 
individuals who had peculiar tastes or aptitudes or who were above 
or below the common run of their sex. There is no reason to 
regard this result as othenvise than advantageous to vhe com
munity; and likewise, in its securing the most advantageous re
lation between productivity and the efforts and sacrifices involved, 
to all the persons concerned, not less so in the case of the women 
than in that of the men. 

It may be objected that the expenses involved in a mixing of 
the sexes in a single occupational grade in any one factory would 
tend to make this segregation complete, by preventing the taking 
on of a small minority of exceptional individuals of other than 
the ruling sex. I suggest thnt this result will be rare, and will 
tend to disappear. In few factories of any size is there likely to 
be onlv one sex employed. In nearly all industries there are 
some kinds and grades of work in which women are, and are 
likely to continue to be, employed; and in the majority of cases 
the cmploy;ment of women and girls in any part of the factory, 
on any kind or grade of work, will minimise the inconvenience 
and extra expense that might otherwise be involved in the in
trusion of a few women in the mnn 's part of the enterprise. But 
we need not ignore the probability that there mav be some cases 
in which, as at present, the segration by sex will he absolutely 
complete; and in certain industries we mny conceivably have 
women's factories and men's factories. 

THE EFFECT ox EltPLO\'MENT OF YOt"NG PERSONS. 

Any provision for a nationnl minimum, or for definite occupa
tiona.J rates, would need to have regard for the mtes paid to 
"young persons," who may be defined as youths of ~it her sex, 
exempt from full-time attendance at school, but not yet entitled 
to the prescribed wage for adults. The absorption of ihese young 
persons in \\·age-earning occupations, which has been increased 
by the war, has a very definite bearing on women's wages, because 
it is, to a large extent, with such ~·oung persons that adult women 
come directly into competition. It was, indeed, definitely sug
gested to the Committee, on behalf of the railway companies, that 
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it would be quite a proper thing to fix the wages for adult women 
in locomotive repair shops at the same rate as that for lads, namely, 
seven to ten shillings per week.* 

I consider that it is essential, in the interest of the community, 
that the "young person " should be dealt wibh entirely as a futl!re 
citizen, and not as an independent wage-earner. Any producttve 
work by the non-adult should be, if not a part of his or her edu~a
tion, at least strictly subordinate to it. Such young persons wtll, 
henceforth, be, irrespective of sex, up to 18 at a continuation 
school for a prescribed number of hours per week, which we look 
to see progressively increased. Industrial employment outstde 
these hours ought, it is clear, to be of an educational character, 
designed to equip the boy or girl for adult work. I suggest that 
"·here young persons are allowed to be employed in industry, 
there should normallv be a definite obligation on the employer, if 
not in the nature o( an apprenticeship, at any rate to provide a 
prescribed technological training. \\'here that is done, to the 
satisfaction of the Local Education Authority, and, as I would 
suggest, also to that of the Advisory Committee of the Employ
ment Exchange, there is a case for the payment of lower rates 
than those prescribed for adult workers. Instruction forms part 
of the hire. 

On the other hand, where no such obligation to give instruc
tion is placed on the employer, and where no such instruction is, 
in fact, given-the youth being taken on only as "cheap labour" 
-I see no reason why anything less should be paid to youths of 
either sex than the equivalent of the national minimum for the 
hours actually spent in industrial work. The cost of food, cloth· 
ing and lodging for growing boys and girls between 14 and 18 
is practically no less than that of men or women of 21. Their 
other requirements in the way of recreation and pocket-money 
may be smaller, and there is less call on them to save; but, as 
they are legally prevented from giving full time, their earnings, 
even at an hourly rate equivalent to the national minimum, will 
anyhow be much less than those of an adult. I am, therefore, 
unable to agree with my colleagues in their suggestion that youths 
of either sex employed in occupations of no educational value 
should be paid at considerably lower rates-two shillings less than 
the basic rate for each year under IS-than those which they con
template even for the unskilled adult. Such a provision is seen 
at its worst when boys and girls are kept on repetition work, of 
no educational value whatever, of the same character as is else
~"here being done by adults, at piece-work rates considerably less 
than those earned by the adults, so that the employer is actually 
getting the articles at a lower labour cost by means of this youth· 
ful labour, of which he is accordingly tempted to make ever. 
increasing use, to the manifest injury of the community. For 
this, as it seems to me, there is no sort of excuse. Any such pro-

* Statement of evidence of reprcscnt:ttive of the Railway Executive Committee, 
9.12.Jo. 
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vision, whilst disregarding every public interest in the training of 
the future citizen, is but an opening of the door to " cheap 
labour " in derogation of the standard rate, to which the employer 
is not entitled. 

THE EFFECT ON UNEMPLOYMENT. 

vVe have, however, to consider the effect of the enforcement of 
a uniform national minimum and of uniform occupational rates 
upon unemployment. 

vVe may note, to begin witJh, that there is nothing in the en
forcement of uniform minimum rates over the whole field of in
dl!stry, instead of leaving the wages of a considerable part of the 
manual workers to be regulated entirely by individual bargaining, 
that need to be expected to diminish the aggregate volume of em
ployment. Apart from any sudden dislocation, which we may 
for the moment leave out of account, the substitution of uniform 
millimum rates in each occupational grade .for individually fixed 
wages would not, in itself, be calculated to affect either the aggre
gate amount of demand for commodities and services, or-what 
is, indeed, the same thing-the aggregate amount of production, 
and therefore the aggregate demand for labour. Whatever 
changes might occur iri the selling values of particular commodi
ties would presumably be in opposite directions, according as the 
labour cost in those industries was raised or lowered. But any 
re-sorting of operatives that might take place among industries 
and services more strictly according to their efficiency at particular 
taskS-and such a re-sorting we have seen to be the general effect 
of enforcing uniform rateS-would presumably tend to augment 
productivity and thus produce a general lowering rather than any 
general increase in the cost of production; and would tend, there
tore, to an increase both in the aggregate volume of demand and 
in the aggregate number of persons employed. 

\Vhat is always happening is a perpetual waxing and waning 
of particular industries, particular crafts and particular processes, 
either in this locality or that, or generally throughout a nation; 
and, consequently, a perpetual shifting of the rate of growth in 
the agg,regate numbers employed in connection with each of them, 
which may occasionally, in particular cases, amount to decrease. 
The first effect is a shifting in volume in the aggregate daily re
cruitment to fil•l vacancies, with which we are not here concerned. 
But the alterations in the number of ·persons who can be em
ployed in each industry, in each craft, or at each process, either 
in particular localities, or in the nation as a whole, often go be
yond what can be adjusted by the contemporary variations in re. 
cruiting; and this leads to an actual dismissal of operatives, who 
are thereby thrown out of work. 

When lbad trade sets in, or any particular industry has to be 
restricted, there will be a certain percentage of workers selected 
to be turned off as unemployed. lf the employer has inexorably 
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to pay the basic minimum wage and the standard rate, whatever 
indi,·iduals he employs, whether old or young, male or female, 
steady or " irregular," he will select for dismis~ai· those. \~·he:>, 
relatively to th~ rest, .are on the whole the least elhciCnt. llus IS 

exactlv what, m the mterest alike of the communtty as a whole 
and of the wage-earning class, we want him to do. If <:>nly part 
of the operatives can be employed, it is the most efi~ctent who 
should be retained. It may be that, of the undtfferenttated com
mon labour to whom the employer pays the basic minimum wage, 
he will retain longest the most capable workers in the prime of 
Iife, discharging first the unsteady and inellicient of either sex, 
the elderly, then in certain occupations, even most of the women. 
Of the workers to whom the employer is paying the standard rate, 
it may be that in particular occupations he will prefer to discard 
first the majority of the women, regarding the men, for the most 
part, as being more efticient. Thus, tf women enter upon occu
pations in whioh the majority of them are less efficient than the 
tr.ajority of men, and if they get there the same pi>:!cework rate as 
the men, it is probable that the brunt of the burden of unemploy
ment in such occupations may fall upon the women. On the other 
hand, in other occupations in which the majority of the men whom 
the occupational .rate attracts are, taking all things into account, 
les:> efficient than the common run of women in the occupation in 
question, it is probable that the brunt of the burden of unemploy
ment will fall on the men. In either case, it will be, if uniform 
rates are maintained, irrespective of sex, those whom the employer 
regards as, on the whole, the least eflicient who will be first dis
pe.nsed with when the volume of demand falls of'L This, it need 
hardly be said, is exactly what, in the interests of maximum pro
duction, is. what is desirable. If in any industry, in any localitv, 
or in the nation as a whole, a smaller number of persons can i>c 
continued in employment, and some have to stand temporarih· 
idle, it is obviously desirable that it should be, in each case, thi· 
most efficient who remain at work, and the least efficient who are 
set at libertv. 

'Ve have here, it will be noted, an emphatic confirmation of 
tl~e rightness of insisting on the payment to young persons of 
ettlwr sex of the same hourlv or piece rates as for the unskilled 
adult. If, as is often suggested, the employer is allowed to em
ploy boys and girls of 14 to 18 at lower hourly rates than he is 
paying to 1his least skii,Ied adults--especially if he is actualh· 
g-etting from such youths the same l<ind of work as !.rom adulis 
at pil'cework rates markedly lower-he will, whenever there is a 
contraction of business, infallibly dismiss the adults in preference 
to the boys and girls. This actually happens, in fact, in times of 
industrial depression. Yet can anything more .ridiculous be 
imagined than the fathers being driven to walk the strePts in search 
of ":ork, whilst their sons and daughters continue to be employed 
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at lower rates? It is obvious that, in any well-ordered community 
-if it puts its boys and girls to non-educational work at all-it is 
the young people who would be the first to be withdrawn from 
industrial work, whenever there is less of this to be done, so that 
these young persons may take advantage of the interval for educa
tional purposes. Put practically, it is much easier to provide for 
young persons in unemployment than for adults. 

I see no reason to assume, taking all occupations together, 
that it will be the women, as a whole, who will be found to be the 
lt·ast efficient workers; or that the enforcement of uniform rates 
will lead to any larger proportion of the four or five million women 
employed in industry and services (other than domestic) being at 
any time unemployed than of the nine or ten million men. But 
if a general contraction of industry throughout the community
such, for instance, as now occurs in the periodical years of 
" slump " in trade-should involve, with the enforcement of 
uniform rates, the ~hrowing out of work of a larger proportion of 
women than of men, there would be some compensating advan
tag-es. Assuming, as we now may, that adequate and satisfactory 
public provision is made for the involuntarily unemployed, tem
porary unemployment involves, to a woman, usually less suffer
ing and less danger of demomlisation than to a man. She has 
nearly always domestic work with which to occupy herself use
fully. She can be much more easily provided for by enabling 
her to improve her qualifications in domestic economy, than an 
unemployed man can be found any other occupation than the de
moralising and costly relief works. And there is another economic 
ground for not deploring the possibility that women might con
ceivably come to be periodically unemployed for a \arger propor
tion of the time that they give to industrial wage-earning than 
the men mav come to be. 

This economic ground is t.he greater cheapness of providing 
for the unemployed women than for the unemployed men. 

Pt'BLIC PROVISION FOR THE UNEMPLOYED. 

This consideration becomes now of great importance in view 
of the new attitude adopted by the Government, Parliament and 
public opinion, towards involuntary unemployment. \Ve have 
slipped almost unawares into the position of having to find com
plete maintenance for all those persons for whom the Employment 
Exchange cannot discover an appropriate situation vacant. At 
the present moment, what with tlw extended scope of U nemploy
ment Insurance, the provision for the demobilised army, and 
that for the_ discharged civil war workers, probably three-quarters 
of the whole wage-earning population is entitled, when un
employed, to State Unemployment Benefit. Nor can this be re
garded as merely transient. \Ve see no chance of the scope of 
this provision being narrowed. The definite adoption by the 
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Government of the proposals of the I:-ocal Government Com~ittee 
of the Ministry of Reconstruction w1th regard .to the a~olttton of 
the Poor Law, necessarily involve the assumption of th1s .rt;spo~
sibility by the Ministry of Labour. \Vhether the prov1s1on IS 

made by some scheme of insurance to which the Government 
makes a contribution not statutorily limited in amount (as under 
the National Insurance Act, Part II., as subsequently amended); 
or whether, as in the present temporary provision for demobilisa-, 
tion, the State Unemployment Benefit is provided directly by the 
Exchequer, it may, we think, be taket:t as settled that every person 
for whom a vacancy cannot be found, which that person can and 
ought to fill, whether owing to general depression of trade or to 
a contraction in a particular industry, will henceforth have to be 
provided with maintenance at the public expense. It becomes, 
therefore, of great financial importance, not only to the community 
as a whole, but actually to the National Exchequer, not merely 
that employment should at all times be found for the largest pos
sible proportion of citizens, and that it should be made, as far as 
practicable, everywhere continuous, but also, when from time to 
time involuntary unemployment has not been prevented by the 
Government, that those grades or classes of persons should be 
first dispensed with who can be most economically maintained in 
unemployment, and most advantageously provided for whilst 
unemployed. This consideration cannot fail to have an important 
bearing on the proposal for uniform occupational rates, and a 
uniform national minimum. Even if Unemployment Benefit is 
given at equal rates for men and women, without any consideration 
of the higher occupational rates at present earned by most men, 
the provision of relief works for men, if these have to be resorted 
to, is, as we have already suggested, much more costly than the 
provision of domestic economy classes for women. Moreover, as 
things are, the children of the unemployed have also to be main
tained at the public expense in one form or other; and male wage
ca~ners have undoubtedly on an average many more dependent 
cluldren than female wage-earners, as the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer found, to his cost, in the Demobilisation Unemplovment 
Benefit of 1918-19. There is accordingly everv reason for the 
Treasury to wish that it were possible-whenever. the Government 
has failed to prevent the occurrence of unemployment, and has 
fallen back on the most costly plan of providing maintenance for 
the unemployed-that the whole of these should be women who 
can be periodicaHy unemployed for a spell with much less expense, 
as well as much less detriment to national well-being, than the men 
can be. · 

THE EFFECT ON THE INEFFICIENT. 

One of the most important social reactions of the resolute en
forcement of uniform minimum rates is, we believe its continuous 
influence on the relatively inefficient. From the st;ndpoint of pro-
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rooting the maximum efficiency_ of production we have see~ that 
it must be counted to the credtt of the enforcement of umform 
minimum rates that it is always compelling the employer to pick 
his workers for quality; and in his filling of vacancies to strive, as 
he cannot get a " cheap hand," to obtain for the price that he has 
to pay, greater skill or strength, a higher standard of sobriety and 
regular attendance, and a superior capacity for responsibility and 
initiative. The fact that the employer's mind is thus set on getting 
the best possible workers silently and imperceptibly reacts on the 
wage earners. The younger workers, knowing that they cannot 
secure a preference for employment by offering to accept a wage 
lower than the standard, seek to command themselves by good 
character, technical skill and general intelligence. I regard this, 
in the case of women, as of the greatest importance, which will be 
further intensified by the requirement of technical qualifications 
for entrance to the several occupational grades. The notion that 
women can gain admission to relatively well-paid industrial occu
pations and professional services, if only they can make them
selves as efficient as those who now fill such places; and that, in 
fact, women may even find difficulty in gaining employment at all 
in any desired occupation unless they are up to a certain level of 
efficiency, would, I believe, rapidly work marvels in inducing girls 
and their parents to take seriously the question of technical train
ing or apprenticeship. I can imagine nothing better calculated to 
cause a rapid and continuous advance in "the general efficiency of 
women than this effect upon their minds of the enforcement of 
uniform rates, especially where specific qualifications are also re
quired, and-as we must add-the higher level of physical and 
mental efficiency likely to be promoted by a sufficiency of food. 

But we cannot ignore the fact that there are, and must always 
be, some among the women, as among the men, who will be found 
markedly inferior in efficiency even for the lowest grades of work. 
There are the physical weaklings and the crippled. There are the 
feeble-minded and the morally depraved. The " halt, the lame 
and the blind " are alwavs with· us. Their case is nowadaYs 
brought sympathetically before us in the persons of ihe partiaily 
disabled soldiers, whom we all want to help into industrial em
ployment. What is to be the position of such relatiYel y 
inefficient persons under legally enforced minimum conditions of 
employment? 

We see the problem dealt with by the action of ~he Ministry of 
Pensions with regard to the settlement in industry of the disabled 
soldiers, and that of the Director-General of Demobilisation and 
Employment with regard to the demobilised army. There is no 
attempt to displace or evade the standard rate. Any employer 
who thinks that he can employ ex-soldiers under price finds him
self sternly rebuffed. But where there is a demonstrable and 
definite special disability the man is permitted to accept employ-
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ment at a prescribed deduction from the sta~dard rate, each c~se 
being adjudicated on by a local co~~1ttee JOintly re~.resentatn·.~ 
of employers and employed. ,--\ s1~11iar. sy~tem of permitS, 
where a distinct and demonstrable d1sabli1ty IS proved, has long 
been employed in connection with the legal minimum rates of 
wages fixed under the Trade Boards Act, and it has been found 
to work very satisfactorily. Trade Unions often adopt a similar 
procedure with regard to their own members who arc disabled 
from earning the standard rate. 

I may add that when it is a question of a " permit " to enable 
an employer to engage a worker of special disability, not at less 
than the occupational or standard rate, but actually at some de
duction from the prescribed national minimum, wh1ch secures no 
more than the requisites of healthy citizenship, the question arises 
of how is the worker in question to live. In the case of the par
tially disabled soldier the answer is plain. The ?.linistcr of Pen
sions sees to it that he has, apart from his earnings, not only all 
the necessary medical and surgical treatment, and educational train
mg that his condition requires, but also a pension from national 
funds equivalent to the extent of his disability. I cannot refrain 
from the suggestion that there is a like economic justification for 
the provision from national funds for workers, whether women 
or men, whose special disability to earn even the basic national 
minimum is officially recognised by the grant of "permits " to ac
cept specific deductions from the amount prescribed as requisite 
for healthy maintenance, not only of any medical or surgical treat
ment and educational training that their condition requires, but also 
--at any rate for those among them who have no other resources 
-pensions proportional~ to their industrial disability. It will 
be noted that this has already been adopted in principle by the 
announcement as to the new State provision for the indigent blind. 

It may be objected that these suggestions afford no way of deal
ing with the malingere~, or the man who habitually refuses to 
work, or he who is constitutionally a vagrant. It does not fall 
within the scope of the Committee to deal with all these problems, 
which have been explored by other investigators and made the 
subject of elaborate reports.* But I may observe that the prin
cipal difficulty in dealing with such classes has always been the 
lack of any such systematic organisation of the labour market 
as would enable them to be offered definite employment on terms 
commonly recognised as satisfactory. It is significant that when, 
during the war, the demand for labour became really keen, prac
tically the whole olas~ of -..,.,grants, including those habitually re
garded as" workshy, 'fouttd steady employment, not in the army, 
for which thev were mostly physically unfit, but in remunerative 
industry. I do not assert that the constant ability of the Employ-

* See U11employmenf, by Sir William Beveridge i the Public Organisation of tire 
I abour Market, by S. and B. Webb; and the Reports of the Poor Lnw Commission, 
1909. 
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ment Exchange to offer a situation at the standard rate to every 
man or woman suspected of this sort of malingering would solve 
all problems, though I believe that it would go far. The difficulty 
of adopting other measures for the treatment of those who will 
not work lies in the fact that we do not, as yet, make the engaging 
in a productive otx:upation a universal duty. I draw attention to 
this point, because I feel that it will be impossible to adopt proper 
measures of treatment of "the workshy," until the community 
makes it a matter of legal obligation that every adult not mentally 
or physically disqualified should, irrespective of means, be en
gaged in "work of national importance "-the sanction being the 
obvious one of withdrawing, after due warning, the income which 
makes it possible for such persons to live on the labour of others. 

THE PROVISIO~ FOR DEPENDENTS. 

It will have been seen that the whole argument for a prescribed 
national minimum and for occupational rates has no reference to 
any provision for dependents. I see no possibility of making 
any such provision by means of wages varying in amount accord
ing to the actual family obligations of the persons concerned. The 
employers will not listen to any genuine apportionment of wages 
according to the number of dependents, because ~hey necessarily 
insist on limiting the amount that they pay to each operative to 
the value to themselves of the service performed, and this bears no 
rdation whatever to the number and the costliness of the persons 
dependent on the several operatives. The organised wage-earners 
ar~ even more recalcitrant, because any differentiation of wage
rates according to the family obligations of particular operatives 
must necessarily destroy the standard rates of remuneration for 
effort on which collective bargaining depends, and with these stan
dard rates and other common rules would eliminate the only lever 
for a progressive participation in the control of the industries and 
services in which they spend their working lives. The community 
could not sanction any such proposal, because it would inevitably 
lead to the selection, not of the persons who were most efficient 
for the several tasks, but of those who had the fewest dependents, 
and whose labour would thus be the cheapest to the employer. 
This would result, not only in a great decre<~se in national produc
tivity. owing to the substitution of the less for the more efficient, 
but actually in the fathers of families being ousted from employ
ment in favour of unmarried men and women. The statesman 
would be equally unwilling to accept a proposal which, by directly 
penalising, in the competition to fill vacancies, those candidates 
who had "encumbrances," could not fail very seriously to ac
celerate the diminution in the birth-rate. 

It is essential, in order to clear the issue, that we should under
stand precisely what is meant by family obligations. In addition 
to children, many wage-earners of either sex support, wholly or 
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in part, an invalid wife (or husband), a. superannuated father or 
widowed mother, an orphan brother or stster, aged grandparents, 
uncles and aunts, often more distant relations and, indeed, in some 
cases, friends who are crippled or in distress. I do not mention 
the housekeeping wife because I suggest that she should not be 
counted as a financial burden on the wngc-earning husband. The 
domestic services that the housekeeping wife renders to her hus
band-important and \"aluablc as they are-do but correspond 
with those for which the unmarried man has normally to pay in 
his outlay on board, lodging, washing nnd mending, and which 
the woman wage-earner has t'<(Ually either to pay for, or else to 
perform for herself at no less a cost in efforts and sncrifices. If 
the homekeeping wife has also children to care for, a portion of 
her maintenance-in so far as she is not housekeeper and domestic 
servant to her husband-must be det>med to form part of the cost 
of maintenance of the children, to be provided in whatever way 
their food and clothing nrc paid for. 

Now, the family obligations with regard to parents and grand
parents, brothers and sisters. more distant relations and friends, 
are common to the wage-earners of either sex. It is, indeed, a 
moot point whether, taking them all together, they amount to more 
in the case of men than thev do in the case of women. It has, for 
instance, been suggested t'hat wage-earning women, as a wh?lc, 
pay more towards the support of their parents and other relatives 
!ha~ wage-ea~ning men do. But I suggest that provision. for 
tndtgent relations ought not to be an individual or family obliga
tion at all, whether the burden falls upon men or on women. It 
is not desirable that one adult should be dependent on another 
adult for mamtenance any more than for medical assistance. The 
necessary provision for the aged, the infirm and the sick is a 
":'alter _of national obligation, to which the sufferer should have a 
ngh~, mdependent of the \'olition of anv other person, whether a 
relattve or not. This national obligation is now recognised,· 
though_ as yet only imperfectly, by the various systt>ms ?f super
annuation, by the Old Age Pensions Act, by the Nattonal ln
sura~r.e Act, by the provision for adult dept>ndents under the \Var 
P~n'?1ons Act, and by tht> developments promised under the new 
MlntS_try of Health. I propose that this provision should be sys
tematised and completed. 

I su.gge.st that in the adoption of any principle whatt>ver for the 
determmat1on bf wages, not m<>n·lv betwe<>n men and women, but 
between .any other sections of the wage-enrning population, the 
~?~mu_nlty must face. the necessity of seeing that ndequate pro
' ISton IS* made f~~ ch1ldren, not by statistical averages, but case 
by case. The average" family is, of course, men•ly a con-

* The case was put to the C(l!"mittce with some indignation by n woman engine 
cleaner on the North·~,astern _Ra•lway Company, getting 12s. 6d. per week less w~r 
bonus than the men. We g1ve," she said, 1; more sati!lfaction thnn the men. We 
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venient figment of the statisticians, and does not exist in fact. If 
provision is made in one way or another for three children, this 
is very far from securing enough food and adequate conditions of 
nurture for those households in which there are for years in suc
cession four, five or more children dependent. The nation cannot 
be satisfied, any more than the children can, with a family or 
household "average " of rations for the rising generation. Each 
individual baby has got to be adequately and satisfactorily pro
vided for. This cannot be done under any system of wages; nor 
can the adoption of any conceivable principle as to the relation 
between men's and women's wages achieve this end. In the 
actual course of nature the distribution of children among house
holds varying from none to a dozen or more; the number who are 
simultaneously dependent on their parents varying from one to 
more than half a dozen; and the time in each family over which 
this burden of dependent children extends varying from a year 
or two to ten times that period-bear, none of them, any relation 
to the industrial efficiency either of the father or of the mother; or 
to the wage that either or both of them could obtain through in
dividual bargaining by the higgling of the market; or yet to any 
actual or conceivable occupational or standard rates to be secured 
for them either by collective bargaining or legislative enactment. 

These facts become to-day of grave social importance in view 
of the continuous and rapidly accelerating fall in the birth-rate
a fall plainly differential in its incidence in all classes as between 
the thrifty, prudent and thoughtful on the one hand, and on the 
other, those of more casual life. In view of the narrow penury 
of the great mass of the households of the nation; in view, more
over, of the relatively low rate at which any national minimum is 
likely, at least for some years, to be fixed, I can see no practical 
way of ensuring anything like adequate provision for all the chil
dren that are born, or all that the community would wish to have 
born, except by s.,me much more considerable national endowment 
than can be contemplated in any extension of the present maternity 
benefit. I think that if the nation wishes the population of Great 
Britain to be maintained without recourse to alien immigration 
on a .Jarge scale, it will be necessary for the State to provide, 
through the parents, for the maintenance of the children during 
the period of their economic dependence. A children's allowance 
on the scale of the present separation allowance. payable to the 
mothers in all the households of the United Kingdom, would cost 
have been told times out Clf number we do more- than tliey do and much better too 
.... and we have the same responsibilities. I have exactly the same and more 
than what a single man would have. I am a widow with six children to support, and 
I have got more responsibility than a single man would hn\'e doin~ the same work, 
and he would get more money than I do." Shorthand Notes of Evtdence, 16.12.18.) 

\Ve heard the same from employers. " One woman came to me a little while 
ago," said the manager of a metal works, "and she said that it was an outrageous 
thing that she should only have the same money as the other girls; not one was 
married, and she had five children, [dependent on her.] 
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something like 250 millions sterling annually, which (as may be 
mentioned by way of comparison only) would be equal to about 
a half of the proceeds of the existing Income Tax, Super-tax, and 
Excess Profits Duty. 

It has been suggested that this charge might be thrown, at any 
rate in part, upon employers of labour by a weekly stamp duty 
analogous to the charge under the NationaT Insurance Acts, of 
an identical sum for each person employed, of whatever age or 
sex. The proceeds, including possibly a Government subvention 
~ufficient to ~over the average periods of unemployment, sickness 
or other " lost time "-seeing that there must obviously be no 
corresponding. interruption in the children's maintenance-could 
then be distributed, subject to the necessary conditions, at the rate 
of so much per week per child, through the local health or local 
education authorities, to all mothers of children under the pre
scribed age. 

Such a method of raising the funds would, however, have 
various economic drawbacks, and would probably be resented by 
organised labour no less than by the employers. It would, I 
think, be better for the Children's Fund-the "bairns' part " in 
the national income-to be provided from the Exchequer (that is 
to say, by taxation) like any other obligation of the community. 

I recognise that a "Children's Fund " of this nature does not 
fall within IA1e scope of this Committee, and I onh· make the sug
gestion in order to illustrate what is involved in any proposal for 
a national minimum based onlv on the cost of full ·citizenship for 
a single adult. · 

THE BETTER DISTRIBUTION 01' THE NATIONAL PRODUCT ACCORDING 
TO THE EFFORTS AND NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL CITIZENS. 

Finally, we have to consider how far the community can afford 
to pay _th~ national minimum and the occupational rates to which 
our enne~ples may lead us. \V e have seen thaf there is neither 
justice nor economic expediency-indeed, no possibility-of de
termining occupational rates bv those paid in other countries, or 
of ~e.eking to sta~dardise. them· by considerations of foreign com
petition. \Vhat IS clear IS that no more can be paid in wages and 
salaries than the community itself produces--no more, indeed, 
than its aggregate net product, after making all necessary deduc
tions for depreciation, provision of whatever additional capital is 
required, and _expenses of every kind. It will thus be apparent 
that any enqUI_ry into what may be the necessary limit to occupa
tional rates, still less any attempt to reduce to order the existing 
chaos, and to bring about a closer correspondence between the 
several rates and the respective efforts and needs, could not stop 
at those of the manual workers alon<·. The whole army of 
teachers, clerks, scientific workers, ministers of religion, and minor 
officials of the Public Departments and local authorities-now ap-
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proaching, in the aggregate, a million in number-are at least 
<;qually concerned. l\Ioreover, it would scarcely be possible to 
draw a line between different occupational rates, so that the scales 
of salaries of bishops, judges and generals would come equally 
under consideration with those of curates, policemen, and private 
soldiers. But this is not all. ~o small part of labour unrest, and 
of the indignation about wages, is due to the resentment felt at the 
profits, possibly exaggerated by rumour, which particular classes 
of business men and particular individuals are able to take for 
themselves. \Ve need not necessarily conclude that these profits 
are in any given case in.excess of what would be justified in com
parison with other occupational rates, in relation to the efforts and 
needs of the persons concerned. But it would plainly be impos
sible to undertake the enquiry into how to firing about a closer 
correspondence between incomes and efforts and needs-still less 
to prove that particular occupational rates were unduly high
without bringing equally under review all the personal incomes of 
the nation, including those which the Commissioners of Inland 
Revenue class as unearned. I suggest, indeed, that the nation's 
maximum productivity will not be secured until it is demonstrated 
that the entire net product is being distributed, with due regard 
to relative efforts and needs, in such a wav as to confer the utmost 
benefit upon the community as a whole, "and therefore upon each 
class within it. 

SUi\li\IARY OF CONCLUSIONS. 

I. That the existing relation between the conditions of employ
ment of men and women, whether in manual labour or in the brain
working occupations, is detrimental to the personal character and 
professional efficiency of both sexes, and inimical alike to the 
maximum productivity of rhe nation and to the advancement of the 
several crafts and professions. 

2. That the exclusion of women by law or by custom, from the 
better paid posts, professions and crafts, has driven them to com
pete with each other, and with men, in the lower g•rades of each 
vocation, where they have habitually been paid at lower rates than 
men for equivalent work, on the pretence that women are a class 
apart, with no family obligations, smaller needs, less capacity and 
a lower level of intelligence-none of these statements being true 
of all the individuals thus penalised. 

3. That, for the production of commodities and services, women 
no more constitute a class than do persons of a particular creed or 
race; and that the time lws come for the removal of all sex ex
clusions; for the opening of all posts and vocations to any indivi
duals who are qualified for the work, irrespective of sex, creed or 
race; and for the insistence, as minima, of the same qualifications, 
the same conditions of employment, and the same occupational 
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rates for all those accepted by the private or public employers as 
fit to' be engaged in any particular pursuit. 

4. That the popular formula of " Equal Pay for Equal \\" ork," 
or, more elaborately, "Equal Pay for work of Equ~ Value in 
Quantity and Quality!" whilst aiming :'-t the express1on of the 
ri<Yht ideal, is so amb1guous and so eas1ly evaded as not to con
stitute any principle by which the relation between men's and 
women's wages can be safely determined. 

5. That the essential principle which should govern all systems 
of remuneration, whether in private industry or in pubhc ~mplor
ment in manual working as well as brain working occupations, IS 

' c that of clearlv defined Occupational or Standard Rates, to be pre-
scribed for all the persons of like industrial grade; and, whether 
computed by time or by output, to be settled by collective agree
ment between representative organisations of the employers and 
the employed; and enforced, but as minima only, on the whole 
grade or vocation. There is no more reason for such Occupational 
or Standard Rates being made to differ according to the workers' 
sex than according to their race, creed, height or weight. 

6. That in the interests alike of maximum productivity and race 
preservation, it is imperative that a National Minimum should be 
prescribed by law and systematically enforced, in respect, at lea_st, 
of rest-time, education, sanitation and subsistence, in whiCh 
National Minimum there should be no sex inequality; and that the 
present unsystematic, uneven, and patchwork provisions of the 
Factory, Education, Public Health, Insurance and other Acts, in 
which the policy of the National Minimum has been so far em
pirically embodied, urgently need to be replaced by a comprehen
sive codification, equally applicable to all employments, and to 
the various requirements, including a legal minimum of weekly 
wages for the whole Kingdom based on the price of full subsistence 
below which no adult worker free from specific disqualification, 
sl~~uld be permitted to be employed. These legal minimu_m con
ditions of employment and unemployment should be identical for 
men and women. 

7. Th~t there seems no alternative-assuming that the nation 
wants children-to some form of State provision, entirely apart 
from wages, of ":~ich the present Maternity Benefit, Free School
mg and. Income I ax Allowance constitute only the germ. The 
assumptiOn th~t. men, as such, must rec~ivc higiher pay because 
they_ have fam1hes to support; and that women, as such, should 
rece1ve less because they have no such family obligations, is 
dcm~mstrably inaccurate to the extent of 25 or even 50 per cent.; 
:'nd 1f wa~es were made really prop~rtionate to family obligations. 
It would mvolve a complete revolutiOn in the present methods of 
payment; !t would be incompatible alike with Collective Bargain
mg and \nth any control by the workers over their conditions of 
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empl.oyment; and it would lead to a disastrous discrimination 
against the married man or woman, and still more against 
parentage. This question of public provision for maternity and 
childhood urgently requires investigation by a separate Committee 
or Commission. 

8. That the chaos into which the war has thrown not merely 
the wages of men and women, but also the various occupational 
rates throughout industry and, indeed, the wages and salaries of 
all grades of producers of commodities and services-resulting in 
gross inequalities, and a serious Jack of correspondence between 
incomes, efforts and needs-is not only a cause of hardship and 
discontent but also has a detrimental influence on national pro
duction; that what is required is a closer general approximation in 
all classes of society, of incomes to efforts and sacrifices, and this 
call5 for a Royal Commission of enquiry into the sharing of the 
national product among classes, industries and individuals, in 
order that not only the maximum productivity of industry in the 
future, but also the maximum personal development of the citizens, 
and the improvement of the race, may be better secured than at 
present. 
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APPENDIX I. 
THE RECOMME:\OATIOXS OF THE ~[:\jORIT\" OF THE CO~hfiTIF.E. 

(pp. 4-7 of Cmd. 135.) 

RECO~D.IEND,'rTIO;'I;S AS TO PRIXCIPI.ES THAT SHOULD Go\"ERS FUTURE 

RELATIOX BET\\'t.:EN ME:\''5 :\SO \VO~rt:s'S \VAGES. 

The Committee's conclusions arc contained in Chapters Y. and VI. of 
Part II. and at the end of Part Ill. Their recommendations can be con
veniently summarised here, and as regards the principles that should 
govern the future relation between men's and women's wages (Chapter VI. 
of Part II-) are as follows :-

(1) That women doing- similar or the same work as men should 
receive equal pay for equal work in the sense that pay should be in 
proportion to efficient output. This covers the principle that on 
systems of payment by results equal payment should be made to women 
as to men for an equal amount of work done. 

{2) That the relative value of the work done by women and men on 
time on the same or similar jobs should be agreed between employers 
and Trade Unions acting through the reco~nised channels of negotia
tion, as, for instance, Trade Boards or Joint IndustTial Councils. 

(3) That where it is desired to introduce women to do the whole of a 
man's job and it is recognised that either immediately or after a pro
bationary period they are of efficiency ('qual to that of the men, they 
should be paid either immediately or after a probationary period, the 
length and conditions of which should be definitely laid down, the 
men's time rate. 

(4) That where there has been sub-division of a man's job or work 
without any bmza fide simplification of processes or machine and a 
woman is p_ut on to do a part only of the job or work, the wages should 
be regulated so that the labour cost to the employer of the whole job 
should not be lessened while the payment to the persons engaged on it 
should be proportioned to their respective labour contributions. 

{5) That where the introduction of women follows on houa fide 
5implification of process or machine, the time rates for the simplified 
process or simplified machine should be determined as if this was to be 
allocated to male labour less skilled than the male labour employed 
before simplification, and women, if their introduction is agreed to .. 
should only receive less than the unskilled man's rate if, and to the 
extent that, their work is of less value. 

{6) That in every case in which the employer maintains that a 
woman's work produces less than a man's, the burden of proof should 
Test on the employer, who should also have to produce evidence of the 
lower value of the woman's work to which the fixed sum to be deducted 
from the man's rate for the particular job throughout the whole of the, 
industry should strictly correspond. 
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(7) That every job on which women are employed doing the same 
work as men for less wages should be considered a man's job for the 
purpose of fixing women's wages, and the wages should be regulated 
In the manner above recommended. 

(8) That the employment 0£ "~omen in 
occupations especiallr requires regulation 
principle of "equal pay for equal work." 

commercial and clerical 
in accordance with the 

(9) T?at in order to maintain the principle of " equal pay for equat 
work " tn cases where it is essential to employ men and women of the 
same grade, capacity and training, but where equal pay will not attract 
the s~me grade of man as of woman, it may be necessary to counteract 
the d1fferencc of attractiveness by the payment to married men of 
children's allowances, and that this subject should receive careful 
consideration from His Majesty's G<lvcrnment in connection with pay
ments to teachers to which the Government contribute. 

(10) TJlat the principle of "equal pay for equal work" should be 
early and fully adopted for the manipulative branches of the Civil 
Service and that in the case of Post Office duties, the question of the 
men having late hours or night work should be provided for by an 
extra allowance to persons undertaking common duties under disagree
able conditions. 

{11) That this principle with regard to allowances to persons under
taking common duties under disagreeable conditions should be applied 
also to industry. 

(12) That if the Treasury enquiry advocated by the Royal Com
mission on the Civil Service with the object of removing inequalities 
of salary not based on differences in the efficiency of the services has 
not yet been held, it should be put in hand with the least possible delay. 

(13) That the separate grades and sepa·rate examinations for women 
clerks in the Civil Service should be abolished, but that the Govern
ment Departments should retain within their discretion the proportion 
of women to be employed in any branch or grade. 

{14) That the Government should support the application to industry 
of the principle of " equal pay for equal work " by applying it with 
the least possible delay to their own establishments, and that as soon 
as any relation between the wages of men and women in any occupation 
or job has been agreed between employers and Trade Unions acting 
through the recognised channels of negotiation, the maintenance of that 
relation should be a con·dition of any Government contract involving 
the employment of workpeople in that occupation or job. 

RF.COMMENDATIONS AS TO PRINCIPLES THAT SHOULD GOVERN FUTURE 
£MPLO\'l\1ENT AND \VAGES OF \VOMEN. 

The Committee's recommendations as regards the prindples that should 
govern the future employment and wages of women {Chapter V. of Part II.) 
are as follows :-

(15) That in those trade processes and occupations which the ex
perience of the wM has shown to be suitable for the employment _of 
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women, employers and trade unions acting through the recognised 
channels of negotiation should make possible the introduction of women 
by agreements which would ensure, in the manner above indicated, that 
that this did not result in the displacement of men by reason of the 
women's cheapness to the employer. 

(16) That with a view to improving the health and so increasing the 
efficiency of women in industty-

(i) there should be a substantial reform and t•xtension in scope of 
the Factory and \Vorkshops Acts, with special reference to 
(a) the reduction in the hours af work (including arrangement 
of spells and pauses, overtime, night work); (b) the provision 
of seats, labour-saving devices, &c., to avoid unnecessary 
fatigue; (c) an improved standard of sanitation (sanitary con
veniences, lavatories, cloakrooms, &c.), ventilation and general 
hygiene; (d) the provision of canteens, rest-rooms and sur
geries; (e) the general supervision of the health of the workers 
individually and collectively; and (f) the conditions under 
,,·hich adolescents should be employed; 

(ii) the present Factory Medical Department at the Home Office 
should at once be strengthened by the appointment of an ade
quate and suitable staff of women medical inspectors of 
factories and that a suitable increase should be made to the 
present staff of lay women factory inspectors; 

(iii) a local factory medical service should be established with duties 
of supervision, investigation and research intimately co
ordinated with the School Medical Service under the Local 
Education Authority, the Public Health Service under the Local 
Sanitary Authority, and the Medical Service under the National 
Insurance Act or Ministry of Health when established. 

(17) That the Ministry of Labour, with which should rest the duty 
of ascertaining both nationally .and locally the demand for trained 
persons in any trade or occupation, should, through Central and Local 
Trade Advisory Committees, assist Local Education Authorities in 
determining the technical instruction which should be provided for 
women. 

(18) That in order to secure and maintain physical health and 
efficiency no normal woman should be employed ·for less than a reason
able subsistence wage. 

(19) That this wage should be sufficient to provide a single w~man 
over 18 years of age in a typical district where the cost of living is low 
with an adequate dietary, with lodging to include fuel and light in a 
respectable house not more than half an hour's journey, including tram 
or train, from the .place of work, with clothing sufficient for warmth, 
cleanliness and decent appearance, with money for fares, insurance 
and Trade Union subscriptions, and with a reasonable sum for holidays, 
amusements, &c. 

(20) That there should be additions to this wage for women working 
in the larger towns and in London to cover the greater cost of living 
there. 
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(21) That this wage should be adjusted periodically to meet variation 
in the cost of living. 

(22) That the determination of the basic subsistence wage should be 
by a specially constituted authority which should also determine 
variations from it to meet the conditions of different districts and o.f 
different times or in rare cases special conditions of trade. 

(23) That the subsistence wage so determined should be established 
by statute to take effect immediately on the expiry <lf the Wages 
(Temporary Regulation) Act, 1918, or any prolongation of it, and to 
apply to the employment for gain in all occupations (other than 
domestic service) for which a minimum wage has not been determined 
by an Industrial Council or by a Trade Boord or other Statutory 
Authority. 

(24) That the Government should give consideration to the question 
of ad()pting a scheme of mothers' pensions .for widows and for deserted 
wives with children, and for the wives with children of men physically 
or mentally disabled, such pensions to be granted only after investiga
tion where there is need and subject t6 supervision, and otherwise to 
be administered on the lines followed for pensions granted to the 
widows of men deceased in war. 

(25) That the Department or Departments of Government concerned 
should draw up for the consideration of the Government a scheme by 
which the entire direct costs involved by the lying-in of women under 
thoroughly satisfactory conditions should be provided by the State. 

(26) That a scale of wages should be established for girls 2s. a week 
less than the women's subsistence wage, for each year under 18, and 
that no girl should be employed for gain at lower rates than those of 
this scale unless a duly constituted authority, such as a Trade Board 
or Industrial Council, fixes such lower rate where the employment is in 
the nature of an apprenticeship. Also that the question of girls and 
boys under 16 working on piece should be specially considered by the 
Department or Departments of Govern-ment concerned with a view to 
the definite abolition of such working if it is found to be detrimental to 
health. 

(27) That the Government should continue to give the strongest 
possible support to proposals for the international -regulation of labour 
conditions, which should lessen the danger of the foreign trade of this 
country being injured as a result of the employment of underpaid 
labour abroad. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ARISING OUT OF ALLEGATIONS AS TO NON-FULFILMENT OF 
GOVERNMENT PLEDGES. 

In connection with the doubts and difficulties that arose with •regard 
to the .fulfilment of the Treasury Agreement (Part III.), the Com-mittee 
strongly recommend :-

(28) That whenever industrial questions directly or indirectly affecting 
the interests of women arc discussed under the auspices of a Govern
ment Department, that Department should be responsible for seeing 
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that there are women prc~cnt who can adequately represent these 
interests. 

(29) That the Department or Departments that make contracts on 
behalf of the Government should place the Ministry of Labour in a 
position to exercise on their behalf through the Ministry's local otlicers 
some supen·ision o\·cr the due carrying out of the conditions of the 
Fair 'Vages Clause, and that the ~linistry should undertake this 
supervision. 

(30) That the assistance of expert draftsmanship should always be 
available to those negotiating important industrial agreements. 

(31) That in all cases in which agreements arc entered into between 
employers and Trade Union representatives under the auspic.cs of a 
Government Department, copies of any shorthand notes that may have 
been made should be s-upplied to the parties concerned for record. 
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APPENDIX II. 
THE CONCLUSIONS OF MRS. SIDNEY WEDD WITH REGARD TO THE GOVERNMENT 

PLWGES AS TO THE WAGES OF \YOMEN ENGAGED IN WAR WORK PREVIOUSLY 
DONE BY MEN. 

~fy conclusions upon this part of the reference to the Committee may 
be summarised as under (pp. 255 of Cmd. 135) :-

1. The Treasury Agreement of 19th i\·larch, 1915, embodied a pledge 
that the women employed in war work in substitution of men should 
receive the same pay as the men they replaced. 

2. This pledge was applicable without exception to all kinds of war 
work, whether done by contractors or in any Government Department; 
to all degrees of skill, and to all methods ot computing wages, 
including time, piece and premium bonus, and to 'allowances and 
advances. 

3. This pledge has been wholly ignored by some Government Depart
ments, and only fulfilled by others tardily and partially, to l'he great 
loss of the women concerned. 

"" 4. No G<lvernment Department has carried out the pledge in its 
entirety. All of them (including the Ministry of Munitions) have failed 
in two points of first-rate importance, affecting many thousands of 
women.· 

(a) \Vhere women have been employed at time rates they have
with the curious exception of women taking the place of skilled 
men within the sphere of the Ministry of Munitions-been 
denied the same pay as the men they have replaced. 

(b) But the most flagrant breach is the repeated refusal of all the 
Government Departments to concede to the women employed 
in substitution for men, whether skilled or unskilled, whether 
at piece work, the premium bonus system, or time wages, the 
successive advances granted to the men doing similar work
thus failing to carry out not only the Treasury Agreement, 
but also the interpretation authoritatively given by Mr. Lloyd 
Georg-e on 26th March, 1915 (which is accepted in the Majority 
Report as being an independent pledge by which the Govern
ment is bound), u that if the women turn out the same quantity 
of work they will receive exactly the same pay." 
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